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ABSTRACT
An understanding of grain shape and structure is important in 
order to develop a means of controlling creep cavitation in industrial 
materials. The present thesis is a fundamental study aimed at 
providing a basis for this.
Quasi-equilibrium grain morphologies resulting from plastic 
deformation of model two-dimensional and columnar cellular materials, 
based on arrays of regular hexagonal grains and hexagonal prisms, 
strained in an arbitrary way, have been investigated. The shapes 
are characterised in two separate ways. The effect on the grain 
morphology of subsequent exposure to elevated temperatures has been 
examined. It has been found possible to deduce the recent thermal 
and strain history of a model specimen from shape considerations.
Experiments on artificial polycrystals have shown great potential for 
the evaluation of the influence of a wide variety of phenomena on 
the process of plastic deformation. An experimental technique 
is described by means of which the underlying assumptions of the 
theoretical model have been tested quantitatively, and which may 
be extended to study the details of shape changes in real polycrystals.
The analysis has been extended to three dimensions by means of 
a model based on a body centred array of tetrakaidecahedra, based 
in general on a triclinic lattice, which reduces to cubic in the 
strain-free state. The strain history can be deduced, and a 
recovery process is analysed for the tetragonal and orthorhombic 
lattices.
Model material composed of body centred cubic tetrakaidecahedra 
has been sectioned computationally. It is demonstrated that 
metallographic measurements on any single irrational plane reflect 
the known structure in three dimensions. Some available stereological 
procedures have been rigorously tested for the first time. The 
methods in use forequiaxed structures were proved adequate, but some 
of those pertaining to elongated grains give serious errors.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Importance of the Field
Many engineering components in electrical power generation 
plant are subject to conditions under which creep deformation occurs. 
In particular, at low stresses and high temperatures, in excess 
of about half the absolute melting temperature, the component life 
may be severely limited as a result of the nucleation and growth 
of cavities on grain boundaries (Stevens and Flewitt 1982). The 
growth of the cavities is dominated by the stress directed diffusion 
of vacancies along grain boundaries, and leads to a reduction in 
the effective cross-sectional area of the component and hence to 
an increase in the stress to which it is subjected. The cavities 
eventually interlink to cause rapid crack growth and consequently 
failure. Design data are derived from uniaxial tension creep tests; 
under these conditions, cavities form predominantly on grain 
boundaries oriented normal to the applied stress. Engineering 
components, however, invariably operate under multiaxial stresses, 
and differences in the stress regime can result in significant 
changes in the creep life (Lonsdale et al 1978). The distribution 
of grain boundaries with respect to the stress axes is therefore 
important as regards the cavity distribution. In order to develop 
a means of controlling creep cavitation, it is important to have an 
understanding of grain shape and structure, and of the influence on 
these of strain accumulation.
The complexity of grain shapes in polycrystalline components 
is such that the use of simplified models is necessary. Conventionally, 
grains as seen on metallographic specimens are represented by an array
of regular hexagons, or less commonly, by rectangles. Schneibel 
et al (1981) have show that in calculations of the strain rate in 
diffusional creep, based on two-dimensional models, the grain shape 
assumed in the model affects the result by up to a factor of about 
13.5. The work presented in the present thesis extends the 
two-dimensional model based on regular hexagons, to examine grain 
shape changes resulting from arbitrary strains, and also addresses 
the problem of grain shape in three dimensions. The models are 
not restricted to any single material.
1.2 Outline of the Thesis
The analogy between an idealised polycrystal and a capillary 
system consisting of hexagonal cells is introduced in Chapter 2.
There follows an analysis of the cell Shape changes arising when 
the system is strained plastically in an arbitrary way. The strained 
shapes are characterised in two w a y s : by two parameters derived from 
measurements of the detailed grain shape; by an aspect ratio obtained 
from mean linear intercept measurements, which can be more easily 
related to experimental procedures. It is demonstrated that the 
recent strain history can be obtained from either method of shape 
characterization. A recovery process based on the equilibrium of 
surface tensions, associated with subsequent exposure of the strained 
system to elevated temperatures, is examined. It is found that the 
recent thermal history is also obtainable. An experimental model 
of an idealized metal polycrystal is described, which illustrates 
the predicted shape changes.
In Chapter 3 some experimental work is reported which was 
performed with the aim of quantifying the correspondence between 
the two-dimensional model and observations on a real specimen surface.
Grain shape in three dimensions is considered in Chapter 4.
The basis for the model is the regular tetrakaidecahedron, as first 
suggested by Smith (1952). This polyhedron stacks in a body centred 
cubic array. The strained tetrakaidecahedron occupies in general a 
triclinic cell; the conditions under which this and the more 
symmetrical cells are obtained on deformation are investigated. The 
system of parameters used to characterize the shape of the cells 
in the two-dimensional model is extended to the three-dimensional 
case, and a similar method of obtaining the recent strain history 
of the structure is developed. The recovery process in three 
dimensions is considerably more complex; the analysis is presented 
for the tetragonal and orthorhombic unit cells.
Chapter 5 concerns the correspondence between the structure 
of a polycrystal in three dimensions, and that of a two-dimensional 
surface plane of section. An understanding of this for idealized 
structures is of fundamental importance to the correct interpretation 
of experimental observations on metallographic sections. Single 
sections of the equiaxed idealized polycrystal are first considered, 
to assess whether measurements on a single section are representative 
of the known three-dimensional structure. Some stereological methods 
commonly in use (Vander Voort 1984) for both strain-free and 
deformed structures have then been tested rigorously.
Finally, Chapter 6 contains the conclusions and some suggestions 
for further work.
CHAPTER 2
TWO-DIMENSIONAL MODELS OF A POLYCRYSTAL
2.1 Introduction
A polycrystal is composed of an aggregate of irregularly shaped 
crystallites or grains with a range of sizes and a variety of 
crystallographic orientations. They impinge on one another along grain 
boundaries to fill space, provided there is no porosity to separate 
the grains. The grain boundaries are narrow regions of misfit with a 
less regular structure than the regions either side. When a section 
through a polycrystal is polished and etched, the grain boundaries are 
attacked at a different rate to the grain interiors, and a two- 
dimensional array of curvilinear polygons is revealed. These are 
the grain sections, delineated by the grain boundary traces.
The atomic disorder in the grain boundaries gives rise to an 
increase in the free energy of the system, which can be interpreted 
as a surface tension. The surface tension y is related to the free 
energy per unit area F^ at constant temperature and volume by the 
expression (Murr, 1975)
y = Fa -»AA
r ^
3A
2.1
T, V
where A is the area of the boundary. If the surface area of a liquid 
film is increased isothermally at constant volume, molecules are 
transferred continuously from the bulk to the surface, and the second 
term on the right hand side is zero :
This is approximately true for grain boundaries in a metal at high 
temperatures. Except for some special cases, such as low angle and 
twin boundaries, the specific grain boundary energy is to a good 
approximation independent of the crystallographic orientation 
difference across the boundary (Chalmers 1952, Cotterill and Mould 
1976). In these respects a soap foam provides a useful analogue for 
the study of the behaviour of grain boundaries.
There are two factors which control the shape of cells in a 
two-dimensional assemblage of bubbles, such as the basal section of 
a columnar polycrystal, that have been allowed to adjust their shape 
without restraint :
(1) the surface tension. This controls the local geometry. It acts 
to minimize the interfacial energy of the system and hence the 
cell boundary area. In addition, the films must meet at the 
corners in groups of three at mutual angles of 120° (Plateau's 
rules);
(2) the requirements of space filling. These determine the average 
topological properties of the array. Euler’s law states the 
relation between the number of features of each dimension in 
such an isolated two-dimensional assemblage of films (Smith 1952)
P - E + C = 1 2.3
where P is the number of polygons
E is the number of edges
C is the number of corners.
Each edge is shared by two polygons, except at the edges of the 
array. If there are Efa unshared edges, then
where P is the number of polygons with n edges. The minimum local 
n
surface energy requirement results in only three edges meeting at 
each corner. Hence
The average grain therefore has six sides, and a large assemblage 
of two-dimensional cells can be represented by an equivalent array 
of hexagons. This is a topological result and is unaffected by 
strain. The equivalent grain shape of an annealed polycrystalline 
specimen is then a regular hexagon. Here the angles between the 
edges are 120°, and only three edges meet at each corner. Hence 
the requirements for mechanical equilibrium are also satisfied.
2.2 Plastic Deformation of an Idealized Polycrystal
The case of uniaxial tension will be considered. The grains of 
a two-dimensional polycrystalline specimen will elongate, and 
provided grain boundary sliding does not occur, grains which are 
initially adjacent to one another will remain so. It is assumed that 
the deformation is quasi-uniform; the coordinates of the centroids 
of all the grains undergo the same transformation as the specimen as 
a whole, as do the points on the grain boundaries. On a scale
E,
b
C + 3
2.5
n
Substituting for E and C in equation 2.3,
2.6
If p is the fraction of polygons with n sides, then
n
6 + E,
and for a very large array where the number of unshared edges
becomes negligible,
P,n
0 2,7
comparable with the grain size, the deformation is uniform. On a
finer scale however, this is not the case. All well-accepted
deformation mechanisms give rise to this quasi-uniform deformation
(Ashby and Verrall 1973), which can be described by the deformation
matrix D, ., where 
iJ
X. = D. . x . 2.8
i ij J
and x . is a point on the specimen surface before deformation,
J
transforming to the point X^ ,. The principal mechanism of 
deformation is dislocation glide, which gives rise to slip lines.
Von Mises (1928) first pointed out that if any desired shape 
change is to be effected, five slip systems must operate in each 
grain. As the temperature is raised, diffusion becomes significant. 
Dislocation climb takes place, and larger strains become attainable 
for a given stress.
Consider the initial grain shape (Fig.l). The directions Ox, 
Oy are defined as the local axes of the regular hexagonal grain.
The grain shape is then g.ven by the coordinates of points on its 
boundary expressed with respect to these axes. The tensile axis 
may lie at any orientation 0 with respect to the local axes, as 
shown in the diagram. The symmetry of the regular hexagon restricts 
the range of 0 for which distinct shapes of strained hexagons are 
obtained to 0° < 0 < 30°; values of between 0° and -30° produce 
mirror images of these shapes. The coordinates of the points 
defining the elongated grain are then
X. = P. . R. x, 2.9
i ij jk k
where R is a matrix representing a rotation of 0,
P is the pure strain matrix,
(xi,X2) represent coordinates (x,y) of points on the regular 
hexagon, and
X is expressed with respect to the principal strain axes.
If the material is to remain connected during deformation, it must 
contract perpendicular to the tensile axis by a Poisson’s ratio effect. 
The total quantity of matter remains constant, and so the area of each 
grain is conserved. The pure strain matrix therefore takes the form
f \
n o
p = ' 2.10
I o -
ri
where n is the elongation defined by the ratio of final to initial 
lengths parallel to the tensile axis, and takes values from unity 
upwards. The engineering strain is given by
e = (n-1) x 100% . 2.11
x
Figure 2 shows some examples of grain shapes produced after 100% 
strain in a number of directions. The large strain shows clearly the 
different between the final shapes; in practice, strains of about 
10% are of interest.
2.3 The Deformation History
The shape of the deformed grain contains information as to its
history. This is valuable where the operating conditions are not known,
as for example in a specimen of complex shape.
There are two measurements which can be made on a strained
hexagon which characterize its shape. An axis OX is defined from its
centroid to the mid-point A of the edge farthest from the centroid
*
(Fig. 3). This mid-point has coordinates (X^ , 0). The coordinates of
* *
the mid-point B are then (X2 , Y 2 ); an equivalent analysis is 
possible if the point C is chosen instead of B. These coordinates are 
related to the coordinates (x, y) of the corresponding mid-points of 
the regular hexagon by the expression
where 6 is the angle between the Ox axis of the regular hexagon 
and the principal axis OX,
n is the elongation, and
<j> is the angle between the principal strain axis OX and the 
*
axis OX of the strained hexagon.
The maximum value of <f> is obtained for the case of regular hexagon, 
when <p is 30°. Shapes obtained with a positive angle 0 have negative 
values of <J> and vice versa. The three non-linear equations obtained
by substituting in equation 2.12, the coordinates of A and B can be
solved numerically for q, 0, and <J>, the deformation parameters.
The shape of the hexagon is independent of its area, and can 
be characterized uniquely by the two dimensionless quantities
* *
X = , Y = . 2.13
* *
Xi X x
Both X and Y can take any values within certain ranges (Fig.4a).
Since the distances from the centroid of a regular hexagon to the 
mid-points of two different edges are equal,
^ 9 ^ o ^ o
(X2 )2 + (Y2 )2 * (Xi )2 ,
i .e
X 2 + Y 2 i  1  2.14
The parameter Y decreases towards zero as the hexagon elongates with 
increasing strain. The parameter X is necessarily negative, taking 
values between zero and -1.0. The maximum allowed value of Y is in 
fact less than unity, at /T/2, and is obtained in the case of the 
regular hexagon, when X, is -0.5. Furthermore, it happens that a shape 
and its mirror image have characteristics X and X' respectively 
such that X + X' = -1, and equal values of Y. The envelope of 
allowed shapes is therefore symmetrical about the line X = -0.5. The 
lines subdividing the envelope are explained later.
Contours of constant elongation are plotted in Fig. 4b. The 
parameter Y in particular varies non-linearly with strain, with all 
shapes corresponding to 100% strain or more lying in the lower third 
of the diagram. Fig. 4c shows contours of constant 0; at small strains 
the various shapes differ little from the regular hexagon, and all 
the contours converge to a point. The symmetrical shapes obtained 
when 0 takes the extreme values 0° and ± 30° lie along the centre 
and edges of the plot respectively.
If n and 0 are known, the angle 4> can be calculated:
Contours of constant cf> are plotted in Fig. 4d. Here again the 
contours converge to a point at zero strain as all the shapes become 
indistinguishable. At any given strain, there is a maximum value 
of <j>, given by equation 2.15, which depends on the shape; alternatively, 
<f> decreases for any given shape as the strain increases and the grain 
becomes progressively more elongated. The symmetrical shape with 
deformation parameters (n, 0 = 0°) is the only one for which <j> does 
not change with strain.
The initial grain size can be determined from the grain area A:
The side length S of the regular hexagon representing an annealed 
grain is then
Contours of constant S are plotted in Fig. 4e. The values of S are
*
quoted in units of Xi for each shape, this being taken as the unit 
of length when measurements are made of the characteristics. The 
side length is a simple function Y, and so is non-linear in the 
deformation parameters.
A 4(X!*)2 Y 2.16
S 2.17
2.4 Alternative Characterization of Grain Shape
Rachinger (1952) first suggested that the mean change in grain 
shape provides a measure of the strain. In order to quantify the 
grain shape, it is common practice to measure the mean linear 
intercepts £(0°), £(90°) in two perpendicular directions, and obtain 
the aspect ratio R:
* - S  • 2-18£(90°)
The mean linear intercept is defined as the mean number of 
intersections of grain boundary traces with unit length of a test 
line. In the case of an isotropic structure the mean linear 
intercept is independent of the orientation of the test line. For 
an idealized annealed polycrystal with regular hexagonal grains, 
the mean linear intercept on a test line oriented at an angle tp 
to the local hexagon axes (Fig.5) is given by
  a [zJz v/3
W )  = 2cosij7 \ 1r + T COS 3+ —  sin 2 COS
tan[^- + if>]
sin- 77 . (F + -  sm -
2.19
where a is the side length of the regular hexagon. The angle ij> takes 
values between 0° and 90°.
Depending on the orientation, the aspect ratio varies between 
2/^3 and /3/2 (Fig.6). Such a marked anisotropy is not in accordance 
with the assumption that regular hexagons represent annealed grains, 
and indicates that calculations based on this are misleading. Even 
supposing that the annealed state can be represented by regular 
hexagons oriented randomly, the mean aspect ratio is slightly greater 
than unity, at 1.009 (Fig.7).
The strain parallel to the tensile axis for elongated grains is 
given by (Rachinger 1952)
GX = 3 £nR W
where
R(^ ) = -Affi  2.20
W  +
and ^ is chosen such that Z(ip) is measured parallel to the tensile 
axis. Hence whilst there is an apparent pre-strain in the case of the 
annealed grains in a single orientation, a polycrystal composed of 
regular grains in random orientations is indeed strain-free on 
average.
The algebra pertaining to an example of the more complex shapes 
of strained hexagons is presented in Appendix A. Curves of aspect 
ratio versus orientation \p for strained hexagons are also plotted in 
Fig.6. For each strain chosen the upper and lower bouhds of R are 
shown. Thev corresDond to the two extreme shaoes (n. 0°) and (n. 30°). 
The variation of aspect ratio with 1jj is considerable, and of course 
increases with strain. Each curve over the full range is unique. 
Therefore, given the curve, the deformation parameters can be found.
A single measurement is not informative, particularly if it happens 
to have been made near \p = 45°.
An annealed structure with randomly oriented grains has, 
after straining, grains with shapes corresponding to all possible 
values of the deformation parameter. The angle 0 is continuous between 
the extremes of 0° and 30°; it is therefore reasonable to assume that, 
to a first approximation, an average aspect ratio R(il>) over all 
possible shapes lies mid-way between the two extremes R(0°) and 
R(30°) . This average aspect ratio R(ip) (Fig.7) peaks at the 
direction of the tensile axis and is unique to the strain. It must 
be pointed out that a single measurement of aspect ratio would again 
be very misleading; it could lie on any one of many curves. If the 
direction of the tensile axis is known, a measurement of R(ip = 0°)
gives the strain (Fig.8). Shown for comparison are the curves for 
the uniform idealized structures with shapes given by (n, 0 = 0°) 
and ( n , 0 = 30°). A single aspect ratio measurement for the case of 
a uniform structure does not allow the strain to be determined uniquely
The aspect ratio as defined here is identical to the degree of 
orientation a) of quantitative metallography (Underwood 1968):
( L A ) O R
“ = (L ) + (L ) * 100% 2*21
v A'OR v A'IS
where ( L J rtri is the length of grain boundary per unit area oriented 
A OR
in a particular direction, and
(L^)jg is the length per unit area of the isometric portion 
of the grain boundary traces, oj identifies the proportion of the 
grain boundary traces with a specific orientation, such as appear 
during rolling.
2.5 Recovery
At sufficiently high temperatures a process becomes possible 
which corresponds to the phenomenon of recovery in metals.
With reference to Fig. 2, it is evident that, given isotropic 
grain boundary energy, the deformed structures are no longer in 
mechanical equilibrium. There will therefore be a net force acting 
on each grain corner which will cause it to move. Since the hexagons 
pack together to fill the whole plane, they are all identical, with 
a two-fold rotation axis of symmetry through their centroids. It 
follows that each corner has the same geometry, and it is only 
necessary to consider in detail the behaviour of a single corner.
The net force per unit length (per unit area for a columnar 
polycrystal) acting on a grain c o m e r  (Fig.9) is in general given 
by the expression (Herring 1953)
at equilibrium. Here is a unit vector along the ith grain boundary,
/v
(i)^ are the angles between the boundaries, z is a unit vector along 
the line of intersection of the boundaries (for columnar cells), being 
perpendicular to the plane of the diagram through the grain corner, 
and y. are the specific interfacial energies. The torque terms in 
3y./oh represent the dependence of the ith interfacial energy on the 
orientation of that surface. In the present system, y is assumed 
to be isotropic. If (x^, y^) are the coordinates of the mid-points 
of the grain edges and (x, y) are the grain corner coordinates, then 
at equilibrium Herring’s equation reduces to
F = F i + F j = 0
x _ y ~
with
3 (x. - x)
F = Y I  1  - ... - .........  = 0 2.23a
i=l /(x. - x)2 + (y. - y)2 
i i
and
2.23b
The grain corner will move to reduce the net force on it. This
involves the transfer of atoms across the boundary between
neighbouring grains. In a polycrystal, the atom mobility within a
grain is slow compared with the rate of transfer of atoms across a
grain boundary, with the result that different parts of the boundary
cannot adjust themselves simultaneously. Gordon and Vandermeer
(1966) found that the activation energy for grain boundary migration
was close to that for grain boundary diffusion, and considerably less
than that for lattice diffusion. In silver at about 700°C the ratio
of the coefficient of grain boundary diffusion D to that of volume
b
diffusion D is (McLean 1957)
- y E
i=l
(y . -  y)
/ (x. - x)
= 0
2 + (y . -  y ) 2
r  ' 106 •v
Similar results have been obtained for a variety of other metal 
polycrystals at various temperatures (McLean 1957). Curvature 
of the boundary therefore arises, and the free energy difference 
between sites either side of it provides the driving force for 
the migration of the boundary towards its centre of curvature, 
reducing the interfacial energy of the system.
The velocity v of the boundary is related to the driving 
force (Martin and Doherty 1976) by
v = M A F 2.24
where AF is the free energy difference per atom between the
grains, and M is the grain boundary mobility. The mobility is a
property of the boundary which depends on the temperature. Assuming
that the controlling mechanism is grain boundary diffusion, 
involving atom transfer from one grain to another by uncoordinated 
jumps, Turnbull (1951) showed that:
M = M e-Q/RT 
o
-Q/RT
= Dk T e 2.25
Q is the activation energy for grain boundary diffusion, 
k is a constant which includes the grain boundary width,
D is the pre-exponential factor for grain boundary diffusion,
T is the absolute temperature, and 
R is the molar gas constant.
It is generally accepted (Mullins 1956, Hillert 1965) that the free 
energy difference can be regarded as giving rise to a pressure difference 
p which is related to the curvature K and the specific interfacial 
free energy:
p = Ky 2.26
Hence the boundary velocity v in a two-dimensional or columnar system 
is given by
v = M y K 2.27
My
r
where r is the radius of curvature of the boundary at the point 
considered. Since the curvature is not uniform, a description of 
the boundary shape at any instant is a problem of differential 
geometry. Opposite ends of each grain boundary in the model move 
in opposite directions. It follows that as mechanical equilibrium 
is approached and the grain boundaries straighten, each edge presents 
the appearance of simply having rotated about its mid-point. It 
should be noted that each grain area remains constant during this 
process. As a simplification therefore the boundaries are assumed 
to remain straight as the corners move. The interfacial energy 
at intermediate stages of relaxation will be slightly underestimated, 
although the limiting values will be exact.
There is no analytical solution to equations 2.23 (Isenberg 
1978). They form an example of what is known as the motorway problem: 
given the location of three towns, what is the minimum length of 
road which must be built to connect them, and where is the intersection? 
The problem can be solved experimentally by use of the soap film 
analogue . A numerical approach allowed intermediate configurations 
to be calculated. The grain corner was allowed to move a short 
distance in the direction of the net force; the force was then 
recalculated and the corner allowed to move again. This sequence 
was repeated until the corner came to rest. Fig. 10 gives an 
example of relaxation, for the shape (1.5, 25°). The full line 
in Fig. 10a denotes the initial shape before relaxation commences, 
and the dashed line the final shape. It is clear that the angles 
between the edges all become equal at 120°. The graph in Fig. 10b
shows the locus of the grain corner; the axes are in the directions 
of the principal strain axes. The interfacial energy per grain is 
indicated at a number of points during relaxation. Also shown are 
the initial, final, and an intermediate shape. The example is 
compared with the other shapes at 50% strain in Fig. 10c .
It was found that the initial energy of any strained hexagon 
depends on both the elongation and the angle 0. In Fig. 11 the range 
of energies obtained are plotted for each strain. The lower 
envelope corresponds to shapes of the type (rj, 0 = 0°), and the 
upper envelope to shapes of the type (ri, 0 = 30°); the curves are 
of the forms
0 and is determined by the strain alone. This is illustrated in 
Fig. 12a; E^ is naturally greater at larger strains. Fig. 12b is an 
example of the type of curve obtained for the relative magnitudes of 
the energy decrease during relaxation of the various shapes at a 
particular elongation. This curve is also smooth, and surprisingly, 
is symmetrical about the centre. The greatest energy decrease is 
for the shape with the highest value of 0.
Comparison of the shapes of grains which have partially relaxed
with fully relaxed shapes allows the extent of relaxation to be
quantified. If is the interfacial energy per grain of the unrelaxed,
strained structure, and E^ is the final interfacial energy per grain,
the percentage relaxation P is given by
R
where E is the interfacial energy per grain at the stage considered.
E (lower envelope)
2.28
E (upper envelope)
Surprisingly, the final relaxed energy Ef is independent of
E. - E ^
x 100 2.29
Physically, the features of relaxation correspond to those 
of recovery in metal polycrystals. Defects such as dislocation 
tangles, stacking faults, point defects, and subgrains, produced 
during plastic deformation, rearrange themselves and are 
annihilated, with a consequent reduction in stored energy dependent 
on the annealing temperature and time. The grain size and 
the number of grains remain unaltered; it is only with the onset 
of recrystallization that new, strain-free grains are 
nucleated and grow, when high-angle boundaries sweep through 
the material. Hence the extent to which the hexagons of the 
idealized polycrystal have relaxed gives an indication of its 
thermal history.
Once the strain exceeds a threshold value which depends 
on the shape being considered, an additional mechanism becomes 
active. As the grain boundaries rotate, the shortest edge 
becomes shorter and contracts to a point, forming a four-fold 
node. This is illustrated schematically in Fig. 13 for the case / 
(2, 0°). The first diagram represents the initial strained 
shape. This begins to relax (second diagram). Shortly after, 
one pair of sides vanishes (third diagram), forming a node which 
is unstable as a surface tension controlled structure; it 
dissociates, and continuous relaxation resumes (fourth diagram).
The fifth diagram shows the grain at equilibrium. In an 
idealized capillary system such as a soap froth, the dissociation 
is instantaneous. In a metal polycrystal however, the grains 
move less readily and the change takes place more slowly by a 
continuous grain growth type process (Weaire and Kermode 1933).
Hexagons having shapes (q, 0) on the left hand side of the 
curve in Fig. 14 are those which are capable of relaxing continuously 
to equilibrium; those on the right hand side form unstable nodes.
The curve is symmetrical about the r\ axis. The symmetrical shape
(n, 30°) is unique in that it is able to attain equilibrium directly, 
no matter what the strain. At high strains, a series of unstable 
nodes will form during relaxation for the other shapes.
An alternative version of this curve is presented in Fig.4a .
The symmetrical curves which subdivide the envelope separate shapes 
which can or cannot relax continuously. With reference to Fig. 4, 
the threshold strain can be seen to increase to infinity for the 
shape 0 = 30°.
It can be seen that after sufficient relaxation the hexagons 
formed after dissociation of an unstable node (Fig. 13) appear to 
have been formed from the annealed structure by a smaller strain 
than the one actually applied, and with a different angle 0. Here 
again the mirror image shapes are equivalent, the sign of 0 simply 
being reversed. Hence if the deformation history is not known, it 
is possible to deduce the simplest method by which the grain shape 
could have been obtained, but the solution is not unique. An 
example of this is given in Fig. 13.
2.6 An Experimental Model
No experiments have previously been reported on ideal two- 
dimensional materials with regular hexagonal grains. Some preliminary 
experiments on an ideal structure have therefore been performed, and 
show some interesting features.
A physical model of an ideal columnar polycrystal was constructed 
from lengths of brass rod with a hexagonal cross-section, brazed 
together in concentric rings around a central rod. The specimen was 
sectioned perpendicular to its axis into approximately 1 cm lengths, 
and flats were polished on these sections such that compressive 
stresses could be applied to them to cause elongations in the 
directions 0 = 0° or 0 = 30°.
The micrograph in Fig.15a shows a specimen deformed at 0 = 0° to
an average strain of 11%. Fig.15b shows a specimen strained to 
26% at 0 = 30°. With reference to Figure 2, it is immediately 
apparent that the grain shapes correspond in a general way to those 
predicted by the theory. Under ideal conditions, the grain shape 
changes would all have been identical in any one specimen. However, 
it is evident that the specimens have sheared, and that there are 
large variations in the strains. In both cases, the strains are 
largest in the central grain, and decrease towards the edges in 
both directions. For the specimen deformed at 0 = 0 ° ,  the centre 
grain sustained about 40% strain, compared with the average strain 
perpendicular to the compression axis of 11%. The central grain of the 
specimen deformed at 0 = 30° was strained by about 30%, whereas the 
average for this specimen was 26%.
Neighbouring grain centroids of both specimens lie along curved 
lines. In the 0 = 0 °  specimen, these lines form roughly horizontal 
rows, and curve towards the centre. In the other specimen, the lines 
join columns of grains, and bend away from the centre. This is 
particularly noticeable at the specimen ends. The curvature increases 
towards the edges in both cases. The lines joining the centroids 
of grains lying on diagonal rows are sigmoidal in shape; the point 
of inflection lies on the horizontal axis of symmetry for the case 
of 0 = 0°, and on the vertical symmetry axis for 0 = 30°. Ordered 
structures of this type appear to have potential in the study of 
edge effects and inhomogeneity of stress and strain distributions 
in components of different shapes or under different loading conditions
Additional features are displayed by the specimen corresponding 
to 0 = 30°. There has been considerable grain boundary sliding in 
the vicinity of the cavities, and very large accommodation strains 
are evident in these and also in other regions.
It is interesting to note that the specimens failed by 
transgranular fracture by the growth of cracks initiated at grain
boundaries, as though the structure were a single phase polycrystal.
2.7 Discussion
A wealth of further experiments on models of idealized materials 
are suggested by these preliminary results, which could yield much 
information as to the influence of isolated phenomena on the 
behaviour of conventional real polycrystals. Triple point cracking 
in creep is one obvious area, and grain boundary sliding contributions 
to the total strain could clearly be quantified. The effect of 
cavitation could be investigated by the controlled introduction 
of cylindrical cavities on grain boundaries at selected orientations 
or within grain interiors. It might be possible to carry out 
equivalent experiments with hard impurities implanted in the structure, 
representing for example carbide particles in steels. In addition, 
accommodation strains and the effect of grain size could be studied.
A rogue grain could be incorporated in the idealized material, or 
alternatively the polycrystal could be constructed of rods of different 
diameters to form for instance a bimodal grain size distribution.
Yet another extension involves the use of rods of different materials 
to model the behaviour of two-phase alloys.
A limitation of the theoretical model lies in the assumption 
of a single grain size, corresponding to the average grain size of a 
specimen. A size distribution of grains in the annealed state could 
be produced by allowing a set proportion of the grains to grow, and 
others to shrink. The resulting shapes would still be hexagons, 
provided that the differences in sizes were not too great, and the 
grains would then still be in equilibrium. It would be necessary 
to study the deformation and recovery of a group of grains constituting 
the unit cell of the tessellation. Extension of the model to 
consider random grain sizes would result in a tessellation without a 
finite unit cell, and a consequent dramatic increase in the computing
power necessary.
The assumption that the grain edges remain straight during 
recovery is an approximation which underestimates the interfacial 
energy per grain at intermediate stages. Any assumptions as to 
boundary curvature would have to take into account the zero curvature 
at the mid-points of the edges required by the symmetry of the 
grains; a constant curvature, for instance, would not be appropriate.
It would be a simple matter to extend the analysis to allow 
for dynamic recovery. Here the grain edges would be caused to rotate 
as the grains elongated, at a rate depending on the elongation, for 
example, and which would reflect the properties of the particular 
material under consideration, at a given temperature and stress 
level.
2.8 Conclusions
The analysis presented gives a fully quantified description 
of grain shape in an idealized polycrystal. The entire thermal 
and strain history of a specimen may be deduced from the grain 
shape, provided it is known that the threshold strain of close to 
100% has not been exceeded. Above the threshold, the simplest method 
of production of that grain shape may be stated, but this 
information must be interpreted in the light of other information 
concerning the operating conditions.
Experimental work on physical models of idealized materials 
has displayed potential for the investigation of a wide range of 
factors which influence the behaviour of conventional polycrystalline 
materials during deformation.
Fig. 1 The shape of a regular hexagonal grain of edge length a is 
defined with respect to the local axes Ox, Oy. The origin 
0 lies at the grain centroid. The coordinates of the points 
A and B are { a / 3 / 2  , a/2) and (0, a) respectively. The 
tensile axis lies in the direction OX.
YInitial Shape Final Shape
Fig. 2 Examples of grain shapes obtained after homogeneous uniaxial 
deformation to 100% strain, at constant area. The shapes 
depend on the orientation 0 of the grains with respect to 
the tensile axis, which is parallel to OX. The pure strain 
matrix r « « ^
X*
* *
Fig. 3 Local axes OX , OY of a strained hexagon. Points A, B,
C are at the mid-points of the edges, and^lOAl > [O B (, + +
|OC J. The coordinates of the points A(X^ , 0) and B (X2 , Y2 ) 
define the shape uniquely. The alternative pair of points,
A and C, also uniquely characterize the shape.
Fig.4
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(a) Allowed shapes of strained hexagons have characteristics 
(X, Y) on and within the outer envelope. The inner 
envelope refers to the relaxation mode (Section 2.5).
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(b) Contours of constant elongation r\ for strained hexagons. 
The apex of the envelope at (X, Y) = (-£, ^ 3 / 2 ) 
corresponds to the regular hexagon.
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(c) Contours of constant angle 6, defining the orientation 
of the tensile axis.
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(d) Contours of constant angle <J>, defining the relative
orientations of the tensile axis and the local axis OX 
of the strained hexagon.
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(e) Contours of constant edge length s of the regular hexagonal 
grain of the same area as the strained hexagon with 
characteristics (X,Y). The unit of length is Xi* in each case.
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Fig. 6 The variation in aspect ratio R with the orientation of
the test lines for strained and regular hexagons. The curves 
A and B refer to the extreme shapes corresponding to 
0 = 30° and 0 = 0°, respectively, at each strain.
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Fig. 7 The aspect ratio as a function of ty, averaged over all
possible shapes at each strain. Assuming random orientations 
of the grains of the annealed structure, a unique aspect 
ratio curve is measured for each strain. The curve peaks 
at the tensile axis.
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Fig. 8 Average and extreme aspect ratios for strained hexagons of 
given elongation. The cases of uniform and random initial 
grain orientations are compared. The curves refer to 
measurements made in the direction of the tensile axis.
Fig. 9
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Geometry of a grain corner.
A
The grain edges lie along directions n. and have mid-points 
(x. , y.). The corner has coordinates (x, y ) . y. are the 
specific interfacial energies, which in the presen! case are 
assumed to be equal. The intersection of the grain faces 
(in a columnar polycrystal) lies along the direction z through 
the point (x, y) and perpendicular to the plane of the diagram.
Initial Shape 
Final Shape
Fig. 10 (a) The strained shape (n = 1.5, 0 = 25°), indicated by
the full line, relaxes continuously at elevated 
temperatures to the shape given by the dashed line, 
when mechanical equilibrium is restored.
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(b) Locus of the grain corner A during relaxation for the 
hexagon (1.5, 20°). The initial, final, and 
intermediate interfacial energy per grain is indicated 
in units of the interfacial energy, E , of the annealed 
grain before deformation.
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(c) Relaxation paths for selected shapes of strained 
hexagonal grains at 50% strain. The initial and 
final points in each case appear to lie on smooth 
curves.
LU
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Fig. 11 Interfacial energy per grain for strained structures as a 
function of elongation. The curves correspond to the 
two extreme shapes at each strain, 0 = 30° and 0 = 0°.
All other shapes lie on intermediate curves.
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Interfacial energy of fully relaxed strained hexagons.
All shapes lie on the same curve. E is the interfacial
o
energy of a regular hexagon of unit area.
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Change in interfacial energy on relaxation for 
hexagons of all shapes, at selected strains.
Fig. 13 The strained hexagon (2, 0 ), 
in (a) begins to relax.
(b) The shortest boundary 
contracts to a point.
(c) The unstable four-fold ^ 
node dissociates, giviing 
rise to another hexagonal 
grain. (d) This then 
relaxes to a configuration 
in mechanical equilibrium,
(e).
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Fig. 14 Relaxation modes of strained hexagons. The curve indicates 
the threshold strain for each shape, below which continuous 
relaxation to equilibrium is possible (region R ) . Above 
the threshold, neighbour switching occurs during relaxation 
(region N ) .
Basal section of a model polycrystal constructed from 
brass rods, deformed at 0 = 0 ° .
Deformed at 0 = 30°.
(see overleaf)
( b )
CHAPTER 3
A STUDY OF A REAL POLYCRYSTAL
3.1 Introduction
The assumptions which form the basis of the two-dimensional 
model of an idealized polycrystal are that:
1. the average grain has six sides;
2. the deformation is quasi-uniform;
3. there is negligible grain boundary sliding;
4. any edge effects are negligible.
It is well known that real materials do not behave<jaaivtitatively 
in quite this way. In order to establish a quantitative measure of 
the extent to which the properties and behaviour of a real material 
correspond to those of the model, the plastic deformation of a 
polycrystalline material has been studied in detail. Metal polycrystals 
made the most convenient choice for this experimental work.
The model represents a two-dimensional polycrystal, or equivalently 
a basal section of a columnar polycrystal, whereas a metallographic 
section of a specimen allows examination of a plane through an 
aggregate of irregularly shaped bodies. It is therefore to be 
expected that the measured shape and size distributions will differ 
from the ideal ones, which are delta functions. The shape distribution 
on sections of metal polycrystals have been investigated for a number 
of materials (Desch 1919, Beck 1954, Deschamps et al 1968, Smith
1952). The most probable number of edges is 5, and values of the 
mean reported lie between 5.4 and 5.9. The case of foams is slightly 
different. Honeycombe (1984) states that the grains of a fully
annealed specimen are equiaxed.
As the specimen is strained plastically, the number of edges of 
each grain remains constant unless grain boundary sliding is significant 
when neighbour switching occurs (Ashby and Verrall 1973).
Many workers (Stevens 1966, Gates and Horton 1977) have 
considered the total strain to be composed of that due to grain 
boundary sliding and that due to slip and other processes within the 
grains. Some investigators of creep in metals (Bell and Langdon 1967, 
Gates and Horton 1977) deduced the grain boundary sliding component 
from the average values of offsets of marker lines which were 
displaced during deformation. They reported results showing that 
grain boundary sliding accounted for a significant proportion of 
the total strain. However, Parker and Wilshire (1977), working 
with a copper -2.48 wt% cobalt alloy under creep conditions, showed 
that the triple points posed major obstacles to sliding. These 
results confirmed the view (Kocks 1970) that grain boundary sliding 
can only provide a significant contribution to the overall strain if 
whole sheets of grains slide past their neighbours.
The model polycrystal as it stands depicts plastic deformation 
in which grains do not slide past one another. It therefore does not 
apply to superplastic deformation, in which this process is 
important (Ashby and Verrall 1973), but with reference to the 
results of Parker and Wilshire (1977, 1980) it is applicable to 
deformation under creep conditions. In order to assess its 
applicability to deformation not in the creep regime, experiments 
were carried out at room temperature at high rates of strain, such 
that diffusional flow was not a significant mechanism.
The presence of a range of grain sizes suggests that the specimen 
will not deform uniformly. The interior of a large grain is 
relatively free from the influence of the grain boundaries and its 
neighbours, whilst a small grain will be constrained by them.
Experiments were therefore carried out to investigate in detail the 
behaviour of individual grains during uniaxial tensile deformation, 
and to compare this with the strain distribution along the specimen.
A convenient and simple method of characterizing the total strain of 
the structure is to measure the average aspect ratio of the grains as
they elongate (Rachinger 1952). The aspect ratio R is related to
- o o
the mean linear intercepts £(0 ), £(90 ) parallel to and perpendicular 
to the tensile axis respectively, for both the real and ideal 
materials;
R = ! (0°>
£(90°)
If adjacent grains deform by different amounts, it is to be expected 
that regions near the boundaries will behave differently from the 
interiors in order to accommodate these differences. Since the 
importance of this effect will depend on the size of the grain, it was 
necessary to study grains of as wide a range of sizes as possible.
The plastic deformation of the model is defined at all 
strains. In the real material, the specimen necks down and fractures 
at a finite strain. The maximum strain at which the model still 
applies must also be determined for a given material and test 
conditions.
Experiments reported in the literature have been based on 
the use of recognisable patterns placed on the specimen surface.
The distortion of these patterns allows the strain distribution to be 
determined. Karimi (1984) used microgrids deposited by an electron 
resist technique. Photographically printed grids and lines scribed 
on the surface have also been used (Bell and Langdon 1967). Parker 
and Wilshire (1977) produced grids by vacuum deposition. Of these, 
Karimi*s technique gave the best resolution. A method is reported 
in the present work which allows a maximum use of automation.
3.2 Experimental
A material with large grains, capable of deforming to large 
strains, was necessary. Beta-brass, with the ordered (B2) body 
centred cubic structure, made a suitable choice. Two specimens 
appropriate for deforming in uniaxial tension (Fig.16) were cut 
from a sheet of copper 42.5 at.% zinc brass, with gauge dimensions 
75 mm by 15 mm by 3 mm. They were annealed at 1073 K for 2400 s 
and quenched in iced brine, to give grains up to 4 mm diameter.
The specimens were mechanically polished, and then chemically 
polished in nitric acid, and etched in a solution containing 8% 
ferric chloride and 10%HC£ in water to enable direct observation 
of the surface. 3* phase grains were revealed with no evidence 
of the a phase. A line was scribed with a height gauge at either 
end of one of the specimens along the axis of symmetry, to define 
the tensile axis.
An image analysis system was to be used to detect and record 
the marker positions. This required the use of a pattern of markers 
that is easily recognisable by the imaging system. Out of a number 
of possibilities, the type chosen was the indent made in the 
surface by a microhardness tester. This shape is simple and 
reproducible, with well-defined edges, and is distinct from spurious 
marks which would be detected by the system, such as impurities and 
surface dust. The position of each marker was defined by its 
centroid. Indents could also be placed closer together where greater 
detail was required, as for instance along the grain boundaries.
Only a few grains were to be studied in detail, so a group of four 
was chosen near the centre of the gauge (Fig.17 ), covering a large 
range of sizes and having 3, 4, 6 and 11 sides. Indents 30 pm 
across were placed both as a grid within the grains and in pairs 
either side of the boundaries. Pairs of parallel rows of indents
were also placed across the gauge in the transverse direction
(Fig.16) to monitor the strains in different regions of the specimen.
Region B contained the selected grains.
The number of edges n of 140 grain sections of the annealed 
gauge surface of the selected specimen was counted, using an optical 
microscope to view them. Grains intersected by the specimen edges 
were not included. The form of the distribution obtained was then 
checked by repeating the procedure with the second specimen and 
other samples of this material, all prepared in the same way. The 
results were summed and plotted, representing a total of 408 grains.
The initial positions (x, y) of all the microhardness indents
on the marked specimen were measured and stored by a Cambridge
Instruments Quantimet 900 image analysis system, with nonstandard
software. The marked grains and the sets of indents defining the
regions A, B and C were all treated separately. One indent in each
set was selected as the local origin, with the direction of the tensile
axis defining the local x-axis. The Quantimet was also used to
measure the mean linear intercepts £ and £ for test lines parallel
x y
and perpendicular to the tensile axis respectively. These lines 
covered about 150 grains within the gauge.
The specimen was then deformed uniaxially to a total plastic 
macrostrain of about 5%. The initial indent coordinates were used 
to locate the indents approximately, before accurate measurements were 
made of their new positions. The mean linear intercepts were also 
measured. The specimen was then deformed further to around 10% total 
plastic strain, and the measurement process was repeated.
An initial analysis indicated that insufficient measurements 
had been made in obtaining £^ and £ . It was obviously not possible 
to make repeat measurements at 5% strain, but checks were made at 10%, 
and also at 0% using the second, unmarked and unstrained, specimen.
As the surface became corrugated on deformation, the grain shapes 
became less distinct. As a check, the back gauge surface was 
repolished and the mean linear intercepts were remeasured. It was 
found that the corrugation had resulted in projected rather than 
actual grain dimensions being measured. As consistent results were 
now obtained, we proceeded to 22% strain with the marked specimen 
for a further aspect ratio value.
3.3 Results and Discussion
Experimental Technique
One of the most striking facts to emerge is that the criteria 
for specimen preparation depend on whether the eye or an image 
analysis system is to be used to detect the features of interest.
In the case of grain shape, it is usual to etch the sample to 
produce grain contrast. However, an image analysis system attempts 
to distinguish between the grain boundary and the grain interior 
by measuring variations in contrast. It follows that grain contrast 
is a hindrance; the shapes are best detected when the surface is 
polished flat and etched to prevent specular reflections and to 
deeply etch the grain boundaries, while keeping grain contrast to a 
minimum. The treatment produces specimens which would not be 
acceptable for conventional viewing.
The technique of marker placement could readily be automated.
In future experiments, it would be interesting to measure the 
local harness at each position. This may be an important factor 
in the deformation process. It is anticipated that indents so 
small with respect to the grain size would not significantly affect 
the deformation process.
The effective line width of the grid was simply the 
experimental uncertainty in the positions of the indent centroids.
This was 2 to 3 ym, compared with a grain size of several millimetres,
and increased slightly with deformation as indents became distorted
or tilted.
Shape Distribution
Fig.18 shows the shape distributions for 408 grains (curve 1) 
and for 140 grains (curve 2). The curves are essentially the same 
shape, and so are representative of the material. The number of 
edges ranges from 3 to 12, with a most probable value of 6, about 
one third of the grains having 6 edges. The mean, n, given by 
curve 1, is 5.92. The third curve shows the distribution obtained 
from 347 grains of a section of a 3-brass ingot by Desch (1919).
It has a most probable value of 5 and a mean of 5.63, and is rather 
different from the present curves. Similar results to those of 
Desch have been obtained for aluminium (Beck 1954), zirconium 
(Deschamps et al 1968) and magnesium oxide (Aboav et al 1969).
The average number of edges per cell in a two-dimensional 
array is six only if all the cell corners are three-rayed 
(Smith 1952). A metal polycrystal is however a three-dimensional 
structure which in practice will not attain an equilibrium configuration 
along every edge and at every corner, and so a metallographic 
section will contain other than three-rayed corners. In addition, 
some edges will be so short that adjacent corners are indistinguishable 
experimentally, and appear to form a four-ray corner. The measured 
average number of edges per grain will therefore be less than six 
by an amount indicative of the extent to which the material has 
equilibrated during annealing. This could possibly account for the 
difference between the curves in Fig. 18.
The existence of a tail for n > 9 in the present work points 
to the presence of a few very large grains. It can be concluded 
that the size distribution of the grains in Desch's specimen was 
more uniform than that of the present specimen.
Strain Distributions
1. The Total Strains
Fig.19 shows three curves. The first, labelled 1, shows that 
the experimental aspect ratio increases with strain, as expected.
The initial aspect ratio is less than unity at 0.95 ± 0.03. This 
appears to be a genuine effect. Curves 2 and 3 show the predicted 
and ideal values, based on experimental and ideal initial aspect 
ratios respectively:
R
1 + e
1 + e
Rq  = 0.95
1 + £
1 + £
R
01*
R0I= 1.00
where
Rp is the predicted aspect ratio,
Rj is the ideal aspect ratio,
R_ is the measured initial aspect ratio,
0
R is the ideal initial aspect ratio,
s is the total strain parallel to the tensile axis, and 
x
e is the total strain perpendicular to the tensile axis
in the plane of the surface.
Here it is assumed that the strains in both directions perpendicular
to the tensile axis are equal. Denoting the strain perpendicular to
the surface by e , 
z
e = e = ( l + e )y z x - l .
Rp is larger than the experimental values, with R^ larger still, 
and the experimental plot curves in the opposite sense to the others.
The average aspect ratios contain information as to the total 
strains. If R is the aspect ratio after straining,
(1 + e )
_______x_
R • Ro -  1
and conservation of volume gives e :
z
e =     - l .
z (1 +■ e )(1 + e ) 
x y
Table 1 lists the total strains in each direction for the stages of
the experiment at which R was measured. It is noticeable that
scarcely charges, while e increases considerably faster than expected.
z
The heat-treatment was chosen to produce equiaxed recrystallized 
grains. The measured value of the initial aspect ratio however 
pointed to a slight elongation of the grains in the transverse, Oy 
direction. This coincided with the rolling direction of the sheet 
from which the speciments had been cut. Weiss, Froes, and Eylon (1984) 
showed that nuclei for recrystallized grains in a rolled and annealed 
8-titanium alloy formed principally along the grain boundaries and 
at grain corners, so the recrystallized grains were elongated in the 
direction of rolling. This must be the case if nuclei form 
preferentially at these sites as opposed to in grain interiors, 
provided the average nucleus spacing is greater than the average 
prior grain width. The growth of the recrystallized grains will 
then be limited perpendicular to the rolling direction before they 
impinge longitudinally. It is usually assumed that recrystallized 
grains are equiaxed. In general, however, the recrystallized structure 
will depend on the prior grain shape and will only become equiaxed 
after a number of recrystallization steps.
In the present case, the initial structure can be modelled 
by an array of regular hexagons aligned such that the hexagon axis 
Oy (defined in the previous chapter) is parallel to the tensile axis, 
and prestrained perpendicular to the tensile axis by 10.25% (Fig.20).
The increase in the measured aspect ratio is consistent with 
elongation of the grains, with or without lateral contraction. All 
the grains studied in detail increased in area during deformation, 
and so did not contract laterally by as much as expected. The large
z-strains indicated that the extra material came from the thickness 
of the specimen, and the greater rate of increase in the z-strain 
as deformation progressed accounts for the drop in the rate of 
increase of R,and in fact a neck was beginning to form at the highest 
strain. A thicker specimen would conform more closely to the predicted 
behaviour.
The ratio of width to thickness strains depends on the preferred 
crystallographic orientation (Smallman 1970). It would be interesting 
to carry out experiments on specimens of a given preferred orientation 
to establish the influence of the specimen dimensions.
The effect of the edges of the real specimens on the measurements 
of the aspect ratios is considered negligible. The specimen was 
heat-treated after being machined, so small grains along the edges were 
removed, with the result that the widths of the edge grains were increased. 
These grains were avoided during measurement.
It was observed that grain boundaries meeting the edge tended 
to be perpendicular to it, in agreement with the reports of Smith 
(1948) and Bell and Langdon (1967).
2. Local Deformation
The average x-strains for the regions A, B, and C, Figure 16, 
varied by up to 50% from the total strains. It had not been anticipated 
that the greatest strain accumulation would be towards one end of 
the gauge, but there was a relatively large number of smaller grains 
less than 1 mm diameter in region A which might account for this.
The average strains for region B are shown in Table 2. Again 
R
the y-strain does not change appreciably as the x-strain increases,
R
whilst the z-strain e increases disproportionately. Since this
z
region deformed less than the total strain, other parts must have 
deformed more, and in fact there was a large grain between B and C 
which penetrated the entire thickness and stretched across half the
gauge width, where the strains were larger than elsewhere. This was
where a neck started to form at the highest strain.
The variations in the strain in the y-direction along the
gauge showed very clearly as the specimen edges lost their straightness
(Fig.21). The z-strains were also obviously non-uniform, causing 
marked changes in thickness. Grains also tilted during deformation, 
producing a rough surface.
3. Individual Grains
The indent positions at successive strains are plotted for each 
grain separately in Fig. 22, and for the three grains which are 
contiguous to each other in Fig.23. The grain boundaries are based on 
micrographs but are schematic.
These grains provide examples of shapes which have convex 
boundaries where there are less than six sides, concave boundaries 
for more than six. The edges ofthe six-sided grain have approximately 
zero mean curvature. These are features of surface tension controlled 
shapes constrained also by the requirement of space filling (Smith 1952)
Grain boundary shear in the plane of the surface during 
deformation was for the most part less than the experimental uncertainty 
About half the pairs of indents showing significant shear were located 
at grain corners, and many of these pairs continued to shear at higher 
strains. There was no obvious connection between the boundary 
orientation and the occurrence of shear. Grain boundary shear 
perpendicular to the specimen surface was significant, possibly as a 
result of the presence of the free surface.
It is evident from Figs. 22 and 23 that the shape changes were 
remarkably uniform. The total deformation D for each grain can be 
resolved into an average pure strain P with the principal x-axis 
parallel to the tensile axis, and a bulk rotation R about the Oz axis 
through the grain centroid (Fig.24):
D = RP
cos 0 
sin 6
-sin 0 
cos 0
1 + £ 0 
X
1 + £
where 0 is the angle of rotation (Table 3)
G
£^ is the average principal x-strain over the grain 
G
is the average principal y-strain over the grain.
Here the grain was treated effectively as a two-dimensional structure 
The average strains were calculated from the indent positions once 
the rotation had been subtracted. The elongation
An. n.
n = l  + £
G i=l \ X J X 1
£x N
f 1 I2 1 f r
f \ 1
CM I
I
i=l N  I 1 An, j )
using standard formulae, where
n is the elongation measured at the ith indent on the grain, 
Ani is the uncertainty in that elongation,
N is the number of indents on the grain.
x.(S)
-  1 
ni x, (0)
and An, =
Ax(S) + n± Ax(0)
|x. (0) |
1 1
where x^(0), x.(S) are the x-coordinates of the ith indent at 0% and
S% strain respectively, the origin being at the grain centroid, and
Ax(0), Ax(S) are the uncertainties in the x-coordinates. These are
the same for all the indents at a particular strain.
The treatment for the average y-strain was similar, and the
average z-strain was obtained from conservation of volume. Table 4
lists the strain values for each grain. It is noticeable that the
values vary widely. For instance, the six-sided grain underwent the
G
largest strain, with £ half as large again as the total x-strain.
x
The largest grain deformed least. The y-strains vary considerably
but the z-strains are consistently high, in agreement with the total
z-strain. The mean x-strain, weighted by the grain areas, is
R
greater than the value £ for the region, but less than the total
X
strain e . It follows that the surrounding grains, towards the 
specimen edges, deformed less than the regional average. The 
fractional changes in areas on straining are listed in Table 5; the 
areas of all the grains increased, particularly in the case of the 
smaller grains.
4. Comparison of Real and Ideal Grain Shapes
Ideal strained shapes were derived from the initial measured 
grain shapes by application ofthe total strains, and in another instance 
by application of the regional strains (Table 2). In each case 
the deformation was assumed to be perfectly uniform. The local 
average strains for each grain (Table 4) were also used to calculate 
an ideal shape produced by uniform deformation. These three 
hypothetical shapes are compared with the measured shapes in Fig.25.
The centroid of each set of indents is placed at the origin.
The curves show that the experimental shapes differ slightly 
from the ideal shapes. The deviation is greatest from the shape 
representing perfectly uniform deformation over the whole gauge, 
with the exception of the six-sided grain. In the case of the 
largest grain, the only curve to deviate significantly from the 
others was the one for homogeneous total strains, and hence this 
grain deformed the most homogeneously. This reinforces the view 
that the interiors of the larger grains are relatively free from 
constraints imposed by neighbouring grains. All in all the combination 
of a pure strain and a rotation was a good representation of the actual 
deformation.
It is the small grains which have rotated; in the larger 
grains it is merely some grain boundary regions which have rotated.
The smaller grains are evidently influenced extensively by the 
surrounding, larger grains.
All the indents shown in the diagrams of Fig.25 were used in
G
the calculation of the average strains etc, including those 
strictly across the boundary in the neighbouring grains, for 
computational reasons. The agreement between the shapes in Fig.25 
show that the deformation of each grain was surprisingly uniform, and 
it was concluded that the additional indents serve to improve 
the accuracy of the strain values rather than to distort them.
Fig.26 is a plot of the ideal shapes corresponding to 
uniform total strains. None of the ideal shapes has rotated, and they 
fit together without rumpling. Fig.27 illustrates the effect of 
introducing one level of inhomogeneity. Here the shapes corresponding 
to uniform deformation to the average strain of each individual 
grain (listed in Table 4) are again centred on the positions of the 
centroids corresponding to uniform total strains. Rotations are 
included. The misfit between the grains shows clearly; the 3- and 11- 
sided grains overlap where the actual lateral contraction was less 
than that expected, whilst the 6-sided grain elongated more than 
expected. Fig.28 highlights the areas of accommodation strains. Here 
the centroids are plotted at their measured positions; the shapes 
are again the local average shapes. Each grain must have deformed 
inhomogeneously where the average shapes overlap in the diagram or 
where there are gaps between neighbouring grains. For instance, 
the rotation of the 3-sided grain must have forced both rotation and 
contraction of the corresponding grain boundary region of the 11-sided 
grain. In view of the sense of rotation and the amount of overlap, 
the right-hand end of the boundary will have been affected most.
Indeed, the micrographs taken provide evidence that this is the 
case. The distortion perpendicular to the surface and the occurrence 
of fold bands point to this type of event. Similarly, the changes in
contrast and focus between the 6- and 11-sided grains agreed with the 
accommodation indicated by the diagrams.
Although the grain boundaries are schematic, they were drawn from 
the indent maps and micrographs using the same criteria, so it is 
considered that this is not a significant contribution to the misfit.
The uncertainties in the boundary positions are shown in Fig.25 where 
they are large enough to be seen. The differences between the shapes 
are significant.
5. Grain Interiors
The strain distributions within the two larger grains have 
also been plotted. The pattern of indents in the interiors is 
approximately rectangular. This allows cells to be defined, based 
on the rectangular grid, over which the principal strains and the 
direction of the principal axes can be found. The mid-points 
of the edges of the rectangles defined by the indents were taken 
as the mid-points of the cell edges. The slopes of opposite 
sides of each rectangle were averaged, giving the slope of the 
corresponding pair of cell sides. so for perfectly rectangular 
parts of the grid, the cells were also rectangular and matched along 
common edges. Following deformation, each rectangle defined by 
the indents would, in general, become a quadilateral. The 
corresponding cells would be parallelograms, and would no longer 
match at the edges. Inhomogeneities of the deformation process 
can thus be illustrated. Figs.29 and 30 show the cells for the two 
grains at 0% and 10% total strain. Quantitative measures of the 
localized inhomogeneity on the scale of these cells are given by 
the following factors:
 X 100
ey
A 3 _ 0
0 c
c
where e is the principal x-strain for the cell, 
x
e is the total x-strain, 
x
c
e is the principal y-strain for the cell,
y
is the total y-strain,
6 is the angle between the principal x-axis and the tensile
c
axis for the cell.
The algebra in Appendix B gives the method of calculation of
c c 
e , £ and 0 . 
x y c
In Figs.31 and 32 the cell centroids are marked with a cross, 
and the centroids in each row have been joined to form a datum.
Graphs of the A factors have then been plotted, with one value 
associated with each centroid. In this way the variations in strains
and angles can be traced across the grains, and also their evolution
with increasing deformation.
The variation of x- and y-strains across each of the grains 
was considerable, the departure from the total strains being up to 
about 100%. This is larger than the departure of the average over 
each individual grain from the total strain. The direction of the 
principal axes also varied across each grain, with a maximum deviation 
from the tensile axis of 13° in both cases. It is evident that the 
grain boundaries do not have a large effect on the inhomogeneity 
of the distributions.
With regard to Figs.29 and 30, the relations between the shapes 
and positions of the cells appear the same as deformation progressed. 
The trends are maintained. This is further borne out by the plots in 
Fig.32 , where the shapes of the graphs remain much the same as the 
strain increases. Differences (for instance) in x-strain do change
sign between neighbouring cells of the 11-sided grain, but in 
general variations tend to even out. Cells which initially deformed 
more than the average for the grain showed a tendency to deform 
less subsequently, and vice versa. This could be interpreted as 
evidence of localized work hardening, which evens out during 
deformation.
The size of the grid of indents available in these experiments 
is not really small enough to show clearly the manner in which 
the strains change across the boundaries. The method could be 
applied advantageously to a fine rectangular or square grid. Grain 
boundaries and deformation bands would then be expected to be 
revealed as abrupt changes in the graphs, and a quantitative measure 
of the strain variations could be obtained .
Statistics
The grains studied all behaved differently. If the deformation 
of a grain of any size or shape is to be related to its neighbours 
or to the grain shape and size distributions of the specimen as a 
whole, it is necessary to study a large number of grains in detail.
The methods used here for data acquisition and analysis are suitable 
for a statistical approach, but the reference pattern deposited on 
the grains would need to be a regular grid with a considerably 
smaller side length than the indent spacing in the present work.
It would probably be simplest to produce it photographically.
It may not in fact be easy to explain the behaviour of 
grains using size as criterion, since in some cases a small grain 
of a microsection could be the result of (a) a section through 
the corner of a large grain within the specimen, (b) a large grain 
which lay in the part removed or (c) a small grain. The deformation 
behaviour in each of these cases would most likely be different.
3.4 Conclusions
A quantitative assessment has been made of the correspondence 
between the properties and behaviour of a real polycrystalline specimen 
and those of the model. The analysis presented is consistent with 
both the measurements and the micrographs. The measured average number 
of edges per grain was 1.3% less than the ideal of 6, and depends 
on the extent of equilibration, independently of whether the grains 
are equiaxed or not. The width of the shape distribution depends on 
the range of grain sizes present.
The macrostrains differed considerably from the predicted
values as a result of a combination of preferred orientation and
edge effects. At a macrostrain e of 10.3%, the macrostrain e
x y
was 80% and e was 120% of those expected; when e was 22.6%, the 
z x
figures were 46% and 150% respectively.
The average x-strains over the regions A, B and C (Figure 16) 
differed by up to 50% from the macrostrains, and there were variations 
of up to a factor of 3 between different regions.
The greatest scatter was evident between the individual 
grains in region B. The x-strains ranged from close to the regional 
strain to some 60% greater; the y-strains showed the most scatter 
and varied between 60% and 140% of the regional average in the first 
stage of the experiment, and between 70% and 350% in the second stage. 
By contrast, the z-strains became noticeably more uniform as 
deformation progressed, lying between 160% and 300% of the regional 
average in the first stage, and ranging from very close to the average 
to about 30% greater than it was in the second stage. There was 
therefore a maximum of a factor of over 6 between the y-strains of 
different grains and a factor of 2 for the other strains in the 
first stage, decreasing to about 5 and 1.5 respectively in the 
second stage.
Similar variations occur between different areas within an
individual grain, with differences of up to a factor of 2 for the 
x-strain and 5 for the y-strain, decreasing to about li and 4 in the 
second stage. The general patterns of the distributions of the 
strains within the grains were maintained as the deformation progressed, 
but there was a tendency towards homogeneity which points to localized 
work hardening.
The comparison of the theoretical and the measured shape however 
show that each grain deformed remarkably uniformly, and hence that 
the deformation was approximately quasi-uniform on the scale of a 
single grain. There was a tendency for the smaller grain sections to rotate.
Grain boundary shear is apparent in only 10% of the pairs of 
microhardness indentations, and made a negligible contribution to 
the overall strain,in the plane of the section studied,by the movement 
of grains past one another. The grain boundary shear perpendicular 
to the surface is likely to be larger than within the interior of 
the specimen, due to the presence of the free surface.
There is a need to study many grains in detail if the 
deformation of any one grain is to be related to that of its neighbours 
and to the specimen as a whole. The method described can readily 
be extended to a statistical treatment
Table 1. Average Total Strains for the Specimen as a Whole.
e %
X
e % y E %Z
10.30 -3.9 -5.7
22.60 -4.5 -14.6
±0.03 ± 2.0 ± 2.0
Table 2. Average Regional Strains for the Region B containing the 
Selected Grains.
R£ % 
X Ey%
R„
e %
z
3.9 -1.9 -1.9
7.9 -1.4 -6.1
±0.1 ±0.5 ±0.6
Table 3. Grain Rotations. The First Stage of Deformation Refers to
a Macrostrain e = 4.8%; at the Second Stage, e  =10.3%. 
x x
Number of 
Grain Edges
First Stage 
0/degrees
Second Stage 
0/degrees
Uncertainty/
Degrees
3 - 2.4 - 4.4 ± 1.2
4 + 1.4 + 2.4 ± 0.8
6 + 0.1 - 0.1 ± 0.2
11 - 0.2 - 0.6 ± 0.1
Table 4. Strains in Individual Grains (per cent) in each Principal 
Direction.
Number of 
Grain Edges
First Stage Second Stage
G£
X
G
ey
Ge
z
G
£
X
GEy
G
£
Z
3 5.3 -  1.0 -  4.1 11.1 -  1.9 -  8.2
4 4.5 -  1.2 -  5.4 7.7 -  1.0 -  8.0
6 6.35 -  2.61 -  3.5 12.21 - 4.85 - 6.3
11 3.53 -  0.41 - 3.0 7.59 - 1.12 - 6.0
Table 5. Area Changes for Individual Grains.
Number of 
Grain Edges
First Stage 
% Area Change
Second Stage 
%  Area Change
3 + 4.2 + 9.0
4 + 5.8 + 8.8
6 + 3.6 + 6.7
11 + 3.1 + 6.4
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Fig. 16 The tensile specimen dimenions.
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17 Schematic diagram of the four selected grains at the centre 
of the gauge within region B.
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Fig. 18 Shape distributions for brass grain sections
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7. MACROSTRAIN
Fig. 19 The average aspect ratios of surface grains derived from 
mean linear intercept measurements (curve 1) differ from 
the expected values (curve 2). Curve 3 shows the expected 
aspect ratios for material consisting initially of equiaxed 
grains.
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Fig. 22 Measured grain shapes at successive strains. The symbols 
mark the indentation positions; the boundaries are schematic.
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Fig. 23 Measured shape development with strain of the three contiguous 
grains
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Grain after rotation
Fig. 24 Schematic diagram to show grain rotation. The initial shape 
has rotated through + 0 about its centroid.
Fig. 25 Comparison at 10.3% macrostrain of measured grain shapes, and 
expected grain shapes, assuming homogeneous strains.
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A Shape for Homogeneous Macrostrains
v Shape assuming homogeneous strains over region B
* Homogeneous average strain over single grain only
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Fig. 26 Ideal grain shapes at 10.3% macrostrain, assuming homogeneous 
deformation over the whole specimen.
Fig. 27 Here the specimen is assumed to have deformed homogeneously 
as a whole. Individual grains have deviated from this ideal. 
Each has deformed uniformly, but to its own individual 
average strain and average rotation. Mismatch is now 
evident along the common boundaries.
Fig. 28 The average shape of each grain is centred on the measured
centroid. The areas of mismatch cause accommodation strains.
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Fig. 31 A-factor distributions within the 6-sided grain
at 4.8% macrostrain of
(a) Principal x-strain. Scale 100% : 300 ym
(b) Principal y-strain. Scale 100% : 300 ym
(c) Direction 0 of principal x-axis with respect to the
tensile axis OX. Scale 1° : 10 ym.
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Fig. 32 A-factor distributions within the 11-sided grain
at 4.8% macrostrain of
(a) Principal x-strain. Scale 100% : 300 ym
(b) Principal y-strain. Scale 100% : 300 ym
(c) Direction 0^ of principal x-axis. Scale 1° : 10 ym.
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CHAPTER 4
THREE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL OF A POLYCRYSTAL
4.1 Introduction
In three dimensions, as in two dimensions, it is the two 
principal factors of surface tension and space filling which control 
the shape of foam cells or metal grains.
The relation between the number of features of each dimension 
becomes (Smith 1952)
C - E + P - B  = 1 4.1
where the symbols C, E, P, B represent the number of corners, edges, 
faces, and cells respectively. Surface tension causes the interfaces 
seek the lowest possible interfacial area, with the result that only 
three surfaces meet along each edge, and four edges meet at each 
corner. Hence
E = 1 n Pn 4.2
where P is the number of faces with n edges, and since there is a 
n
corner at each end of an edge, and four edges meet at a corner,
C = H  = 1  4.3
4 2
Substituting into 4.1
£ n P„ Z n P a n
—  ---  - — -— -  + P = B + 1
and simplifying,
1 ( 6  - n) = 6 (B + 1) 4.4
This is true provided that all the corners are four-rayed, even 
though some of the polygons are on the periphery and so belong to 
only one cell, whereas internal polygons are shared between two 
cells.
The number of features of each dimensions are related to the
average number of edges per face, n = Z nP /P, as follows
n
B (6 - n) - 6/p 4 ‘5
 4.6
B (6 - n) - n/C
n = 6
P - C = B + 1 4.8
In a large array of cells, the effects of the peripheral cells 
become unimportant, and the above relations simplify to:
n
6 - n
4.9
6 - n
4.10
n = 6 - I 4.11
4.12
There are very many sets of polyhedra which satisfy these relations 
However, if the additional requirement is imposed that only one 
type of polyhedron is used, and that this stacks to fill all space, 
the regular tetrakaidecahedron is the only possibility. This
polyhedron is illustrated in Fig. 33 ; it has six square and eight
o o
hexagonal faces. There are two angles of 120 and one 90 angle
at each vertex. Hence although the polyhedron satisfies the
topological requirements, the angles between the edges do not
satisfy the requirement for surface-tension equilibrium of equal
values of cos 1(- -~r )• Thomson (1887) showed that equilibrium can
o
be attained if the edges become curved so that they are all at the
correct angle, and the hexagonal faces become doubly curved, with
a mean curvature of zero. In the present treatment, however, it is
stipulated that the faces remain flat. This precludes isotropy of
surface tension; the hexagonal and square faces must have unequal
free surface energies y and y respectively, where
H S
YS = 2yH COS 2 4 -13
where 0 is the dihedral angle between the hexagonal faces. Since 
the unit cell of a regular tetrakaidecahedron is a cube,
YS 2_ § . =  = =  4.14
yH / 3
Various experimenters have studied the shapes of bubbles, 
biological cells, and metal grains. Their results have been 
summarised by Smith (1964) and White and van Vlack (1970), and 
are remarkably similar. The quantities n, P/B and C/B took values 
which lay between those corresponding to the pentagonal 
dodecahedron, for which n = 5, P/B = 12, and C/B = 20, and those 
corresponding to the tetrakaidecahedron, for which n = 5.143,
P/B = 14, and C/B = 24. The pentagonal dodecahedron provides an
alternative idealized cell shape, but does not fulfil the 
requirement of space filling, unlike the tetrakaidecahedron.
The average grain of an annealed polycrystal can therefore 
be represented in three dimensions by a regular tetrakaidecahedron with 
flat faces. This is in mechanical equilibrium for the given ratio
of free surface energies of the square and hexagonal faces.
The discussion of grain shape changes in three dimensions now 
follows similar lines to that of the two-dimensional structure.
4.2 Plastic Deformation in Three Dimensions
The most general deformation mode in three dimensions arises 
from the triaxial stress state. The same assumptions concerning 
the deformation process are made as in the two-dimensional case, 
and hence in general there will be triaxial strain: all three
principal components of strain are non-zero.
Axes O x , O y , Oz are defined as the local axes of a regular 
tetrakaidecahedron (Fig. 33). The figure occupies a cubic unit 
cell. The principal stress axes may be at any orientation with 
respect to the local axes, and the difference in orientation may be 
expressed as a combination of three rotations by means of the 
Euler angles (Brink and Satchler 1968). The pure strain matrix 
has three components in three dimensions. The restriction that the
volume of each grain is invariant leads to the constraint that only
two of these are independent. xj are coordinates °i a point
on the tetrakaidecahedron expressed with respect to the local axes, 
then its location after deformation, referred to the principal 
strain axes, is given by
X . = D. . x 4.15i  i j  3
where the deformation matrix D . . can be expanded in terms of a
ij
general rotation and a pure strain
• = p -i R,1. • 4.16ij lk kj
It is convenient to subdivide the rotation matrix R 1 into three 
rotations representing the Eulerian angles 0]_, 0£ and 03 (Appendix C 
The pure strain matrix is given by
p Til o 0
0 r\2 0 4.17
0 0 n 3
with
4.18
The elongations m » ^2 » ^3 are defined as the ratio of the final to 
the initial lengths along each principal axis OX, OY and OZ respectively. 
Equation 4.15 can be simplified:
where the matrix R represents the total rotation, and the summation 
convention is suspended for the Greek letter a.
Following deformation, the Miller indices of points with respect 
to the distorted axes of the unit cell are the same as the initial 
Miller indices, given with respect to the cubic unit cell.
The Miller indices of the planes transform according to
H = h T P 4.20
where H is the row matrix of Miller indices after deformation, given 
with respect to the principal strain axes, OX, OY, OZ; 
h are the indices of the plane before deformation, given with 
respect to the axes of the initial cubic unit cell;
T is a general rotation; and 
P is the pure strain matrix.
A line lying in a plane before deformation remains in it, and hence 
the rotation matrix T is related to the inatrix R* by
X
a
n R 1. x.a ai 1 4.19
I
I 4.21T R
where I is the unit matrix. It follows that
H = hCR1)” 1 P 4.22
or alternatively
H = h. R 1 . n 4.23
a 1 ai a
In accordance with the indices for position vectors, the 
Miller indices of planes with respect to the distorted unit cell 
axes are the same as they were initially, given with respect to the 
cubic unit cell axes.
The simplest deformation mode arises when there is a uniaxial 
stress. If the stress axis is the OX axis, there results in elongation 
r\l in this direction, and the material contracts laterally by equal
amounts. The pure strain matrix is then
01 0 0
0 02 0
0 0 02
- i
and ri 2 = b i
If the principal axes are aligned with the axes of the cubic unit 
cell, the product structure has a tetragonal unit cell (Fig. 34a).
A biaxial stress state arises when two principal components 
of stress are non-zero. There are then two independent strain 
components. The third is again determined by the requirement of 
constant volume. If the principal axes coincide with the unit cubic 
axes, the distorted cell will in this case by orthorhombic (Fig. 34b). 
If however the principal strain axes are along the [110], [110] , 
and [001] axes of the cubic cell, the resulting shape can be a 
monoclinic cell (Fig. 34c). In general, a triclinic cell results 
(Fig. 34d).
The triaxial stress state has three non-zero principal 
components. The strain components are then all independent, and a 
volume change occurs in general. The exception is the case where
one elongation is unity; the dimension of the cell in the corresponding 
direction is unchanged. For example,
P = ni 0 0
0
0 0 1
-1
i'll 0
Table 6 lists the shapes of the unit cells produced under 
conditions of uniaxial and triaxial stress for three particular 
orientations of the principal axes. The special case of triaxial 
stress consistent with the analysis is not given separately, since 
the product cell types are the same as in the case of a general 
biaxial stress. The elongations listed are those principal 
components which correspond to the principal stress components.
In the uniaxial cases, the remaining principal elongations are
ri2 “ ^3 Hi
- i
and in the biaxial cases,
Tl3 = (Hi il2>
-1
4.3 Shape Characteristics and Deformation History
There are five degrees of freedom which define the grain shape
changes on plastic deformation: the three Euler angles specifying
a general rotation, and two independent principal strain components.
It follows that, given a deformed grain, there are five parameters
which can be measured, which uniquely define the grain shape.
The quadilateral face of the tetrakaidecahedron farthest from
*
the centroid of the body is chosen, and the OX axis is defined as
the line from the centroid to the centre A of that face (Fig. 35 ).
*
The OY axis is constructed perpendicular to this line, in the plane
containing the centres of the first and the next farthest
quadrilateral face from the origin, B, as shown in the diagram.
*
Finally the OZ. axis is constructed perpendicular to the other 
axes and passing through the origin.
The centre of the quadrilateral face farthest from the
* *
centroid then has coordinates (X^, 0 » 0 )* and Xj is taken as the
* *
unit of length. The point B will have coordinates (X2 > Y 2 * ®
* * *
and the centre C of the third quadilateral face is at (X3 , Y 3 , Z 3) . 
The five characteristic shape parameters are defined a s :
* *
x2 y2
XB =  ~  ’ Y b  =  “  ’
Xi X!
* * *x3 y3 z 3
v  ■ ’ Yc = — - zc = — 4-24
Xj Xj Xj
If these parameters are known, the shape of the grain can be 
reconstructed.
Since the face centre A is the farthest from the centroid of 
the tetrakaidecahedron, it follows that
(X2) + (Y2)2 < (Xi)2
and
or equivalently
and
4.25
Owing to the cubic symmetry of the regular tetrakaidecahedron, X
B
and Y can take any values within the circle of unit radius, and 
B
X , Y and Z within the appropriate sphere.
L  V  V
The initial grain size of the annealed polycrystal can be 
determined from the grain volume V :
The deformation parameters can also be determined from the
shape characteristics. The production of the strained grain shape
* *
has already been described. In general, however, the axes OX , OY , 
*
OZ used to measure the grain shape will not coincide with the 
principal axes. There is therefore a rotation, R 1*, which can be 
described in terms of three Eulerian angles $]_, <J>2 » $3 , representing 
the change in coordinate system. It is convenient to express this 
rotation as a combination of three distinct rotations:
v = 4Yb  ze (Xl>
4.26
In particular, s, the side length of the initial unit cell enclosing
the regular tetrakaidecahedron, is given by
s 4.27
R II
where
Jla
/ ' 
c$^ s<f>i 0 ,HIIb =
( ' 
C$2 0 —s$2 ,RIIC = c $3 s$ 3 0
-s$i ccj>i 0 0 1 0 -s$3 C$3 0
0 0 1
4
S$2 0 c$2 0 0 1
h 4
The measured shape has therefore been obtained from the annealed, 
regular grain by the process
* II I
X = R P R n x . 
x ij jk k£ i  ■
4.28
The coordinates of the mid-points of the quadilateral faces of the 
strained tetrakaidecahedron provide nine equations, which could be 
solved numerically to yield the six angles of rotation and the three 
strain components. The whole procedure is similar to the two- 
dimensional case.
A simple example is provided by strain along one of the four-fold 
axes of symmetry of the regular tetrakaidecahedron. The strained 
shape is given in terms of point coordinates by
x = n x.
a a 1
Let m  = 4. Then r)2 = ^1 = Tile coordinates of the quadilateral 
face centres A, B and C become
f \ 
* * f r 'i
X m s /2 X 0 X 0
* * *
Y — 0 t Y — r)2  s/2 and Y — 0
* * *
Z
t 4 A
0 z
.
0
» 4
Z
* 4
c n2s/2* 4
where s is the side length of the cubic cell. It follows that the 
shape parameters are:
*b = xc = Yc = 0
T)2 s / 2
Y = z = ------
B C m s / 2
Given the shape parameters, the deformation parameters can be
£ £ *
calculated from equation (4.28). The point (X, Y , Z ) = (1, 0 , 0 )  
of the deformed grain is assumed to have been obtained from the 
point (x, y, z) = (s/2, 0, 0) of the annealed grain. The symmetry 
of the final shape allows the simplifying deduction to be made 
that 0 2 = 0 2 = 63 = 0 .  The algebra is now tractable, and equation 
(4.28) can be written
1 = m s /2 (c$1c$2c$3 “ s$1s$3)
0 = - m s / 2  (c$1c$2s$3 + s$ic$3) 4.29
0 = m s /2 (c$2s$2)
jfc j|c - gfc
Similarly, if the point (X = 0, Y = — , Z = 0 )  was derived from the
8
point on the regular tetrakaidecahedron with coordinates (x = 0 , 
y = s/2 , z = 0 ), then
0 = ri2s/2 (s $2C$2c $3 + c$2S$3)
= -ri2s/2 (s$2ccJ>2sc^ 3 ” c$2C$3) . 4.308
0 = ri2s/ 2  (s$2 s $2^ 
and for the third mid-point,
0 = -Ti2s/2 s$2c$3
0 = ri2s/2 s$2s$3 4.31
■| = n2s/2 c$2
In this case, s = £ .  Equations 4.29, 4.30 and 4.31 then allow the 
angles $^ to be determined, which in the present, trivial example 
are all zero.
4.4 Neighbour Switching
The analogue of the recovery process in two dimensions involves, 
in three dimensions, the rotation of grain boundaries about their 
mid-points, and the resulting migration of grain edges. The volume
of the polyhedron is conserved. Equilibrium is restored when the 
dihedral angles between the grain facets return to the values associated
The rotation of the grain boundaries can be treated conveniently
in terms of the Miller indices of the hexagonal faces, with respect to 
the strained lattice. In the unrelaxed, strained structure these are 
{111}, but on rotation of the grain facets they become in general
The different types of unit cell are considered in detail in 
the following sections.
Tetragonal Unit Cell
The unrelaxed tetragonal tetrakaidecahedron is shown in Fig.36a. 
The symmetry of the figure dictates that only the hexagonal faces 
will rotate to restore the dihedral angles to their original values, 
becoming { l l z }  planes. Fig.36b shows the partially relaxed grain; 
the hexagonal faces have tilted towards the cell axis.
with the regular tetrakaidecahedron. These are cos 1(- between 
the hexagonal faces, and cos” 1 (- ^  ) between the square and the 
hexagonal faces.
{l y z } .
Equilibrium of the surface tensions is reached along edge AB
when
Y g = 2yH c o s  a / 2
4.32
where a is the dihedral angle between the hexagonal planes,
y is the specific free surface energy of the square face, 
s
Y„ is the specific free surface energy of the hexagonal faces, 
H
and c/a is the axial ratio of the cell,
and along edge FA when
Yg = 2yh c o s  3 /2
/
2y (c/a)
— ------- 4.33
2(-)2 + z2
where 3 is the dihedral angle between the hexagonal faces along edge 
FA. The specific free surface energies are not changed by the 
deformation, and hence
T h  =  ^
Equations 4.32 and 4.33 are then satisfied if
z = c/a . 4.34
As the faces continue to rotate, the end square faces become smaller. 
The area A 00i of the face is given by
A 001 = 2 (i - 2 )2 a2 4.35
This face will therefore be reduced to a point when z = 2. It 
follows that if the axial ratio of the strained cell is greater than 
or equal to 2 , an unstable configuration arises during relaxation, 
with eight-fold nodes at either end and at the sides. These nodes 
dissociate instantaneously to produce new square faces perpendicular 
to the original end faces, with their centres at the same positions 
as the original square faces (Fig.36c). There are two variants of 
dissociation, giving rise to new faces in either the (110) or the 
(110) orientations. The variants are equivalent, owing to the 
tetragonal symmetry of the unit cell. Neighbour switching has 
occurred; grains which were not initially nearest neighbours are now 
in contact, and vice versa. The grains have become more equiaxed, 
without however giving rise to any strain of the macroscopic block 
of material which they compose. Symmetry has been lost in this 
process; the unit cell remains a square prism, but the grain itself
now has orthorhombic symmetry.
In terms of the principal strains, e , e , the threshold for
x y
neighbour switching is given by 
1 + e
1 + e
y '
* 2
l . e
e $ 1 + 2 e
x y
Equation 4.34 remains a requirement for equilibrium after
the dissociation of the unstable nodes. The specific free surface
energy, y , of the new face must therefore satisfy 
n
y = 2 y„ c o s 6/2 
n H
where 6 is the dihedral angle between the hexagonal faces, and
6 _ /~2 
______a
/ 2  (— ) 2 + z ‘
cos —  =  , _
2 = = = = =  / 3
a
Y Y
—  = /2" —  . 4.36
YH y h
This is the only value of y for which the structure can be in
n
equilibrium.
Orthorhombic Unit Cell
The sequence for the case of orthorhomic symmetry is very 
similar to the tetragonal case. The indices of the hexagonal faces 
take the form {lyz}, and the direction in which the faces tilt 
depends on the relative strains in each direction. The conditions 
for equilibrium for the relaxed shape become
which are all satisfied when
y = 4.38
(c/b)
and z = (c/a),
with the ratio of grain boundary energies given by equation 4.14.
The areas of the quadrilateral faces are given by
A 100 
A 010 
and A qoi
The pair of (100), (010) or (001) faces therefore become points 
when
z = 1 - y ,
or z = y - 1 , 4.40
or z = y + 1
respectively. Only one pair of faces may be reduced to points 
simultaneously. Here again unstable eight-fold nodes are formed 
if any one of the relations (4.40) is fulfilled before the structure 
attains equilibrium. New faces are formed when these nodes dissociate, 
causing neighbour switching to take place. This event is very similar to 
Fig. 37 for the case that the (001) face vanishes. There are again 
two variants, but they are distinct for orthorhombic and less 
symmetric unit cells. There is no one value of any one principal
be
8yz
(y + z - 1)
ac
8z
(1 + z - y)
ab
8y
= —  (1 + y " z)
4.39
strain component which defines the threshold strain above which 
neighbour switching is certain; the threshold depends on the 
combination of principal strains in a manner defined by equations 
4.38 and 4.40.
Assuming that a < b < c, the smallest quadilateral face will
be on the (001) plane, and will be the first to vanish. If the
specific free surface energy of the new face is y , then equilibrium
n
will obtain when
where \p is the dihedral angle between the hexagonal faces, and
Equation 4.14 and 4.38 remain requirements for equilibrium where 
the remaining faces intersect, and hence
The structure is able to attain equilibrium if the surface tension 
of the new faces has this value.
case of the analysis for the triclinic cell. The monoclinic lattice 
parameters a, b and c are unequal, and the angles between the cell
edge lengths a = b < c however provides a useful illustration of 
the complexity of the problem of grain shape definition during 
relaxation. Opposite pairs of hexagonal faces of the strained cell 
are then at equal angles to the top quadilateral face, and the angles 
between some pairs of planes will have then increased, and others
y = 2y cosip/2
n H
4.41
cosip/2 a a
4.42
(c/a)
4.43
Monoclinic Unit Cell
The general monoclinic cell is best considered as a special
7T
edges a  = & = — ? *  Y  (Fig. 34c) . The simple case of a cell with
decreased. At small strains, the relaxation process is continuous. 
The hexagonal faces tilt to become {1 1 z} planes, the indices 
belonging to the same family to preserve compatibility at the grain 
edges. The symmetry of the cell requires the quadilateral faces 
to remain {100} planes. The index z of the relaxed shape is 
obtainable from the equilibrium conditions along an edge
y = y„ cosA + y cosB 4.44
s H H
where
(010) • (llz) 
cosA =-----------------
|(101) ||(llz) 
2 j
a g •
J L
(a22)i (ai;ig.g.)J
1 J
where the plane g = (llz), and the a1** is the metric tensor for 
the monoclinic lattice, and
cosB = loio^ Qigi
|(010) I I(llz)I
2 j 
- a .
= _________J______
(a22)4 (aljk.k.)i
where k = (llz). As before, equation 4.14 defines the ratio of the 
grain boundary energies, and hence equation 4.44 can be written
2 3 2 j
2 „  i a gi 3 ki
, =  (a22) = — — --- “— r - — — — J— T  4.45
/ 3  ( a ^ g . ) *  (a1Jk k )
J  ^J
In this simple case, the one equation suffices, but must be solved 
numerically. This is a consequence of the generalization of the 
containing cell.
At large strains, neighbour switching occurs. In this example, 
it is the pair of (001) faces which will vanish first. The areas 
of the quadilateral faces are given by:
A 001
ab sin y  o
<■ (2 - z)2
8y
A 010 4.46
A 100
The critical plane parameter is then z = 2. This particular example 
is the analogue of the tetragonal case.
Triclinic Unit Cell
When a regular tetrakaidecahedron is deformed to produce a 
figure with a triclinic unit cell, the angles between the different 
pairs of planes are all unequal; some are larger than the initial 
values, and some are smaller. In general, therefore, all the faces 
will tilt about their mid-points in order to restore equilibrium. 
Supposing then that the quadilateral faces become (Xjyjl), (lx2y 2) > 
and (X3ly3> planes, and that the indices of the hexagonal faces 
become (ly^z^), (ly5Z5) , (ly6z6) , and (ly7z7) , then for small strains, 
equilibrium will obtain when the surface energies balance along 
each of the six distinct edges, as for example along edge AB (Fig.38 ):
Y = Ytt cosA + ytt c o s B 4.47
s H H
where
( x ^ l )  • (ly^z^)
cosA
|x1y 1l)||(ly4z4) |
and
- ( x ^ l )  • (ly6z6)
cosB
I(xiyji) I (iy6z6>
Writing g = (lyi+z^), £ = (ly6z6) , and p = ( x ^ l )  ,
where a13 is the metric tensor for the triclinic lattice. Using 
equation 4.14 for the ratio of the grain boundary energies, equation 
4.47 can be written
, ij x ij n
2 , id A  (a W  a pi£ i
T T  = <a P.P.) = — n  r^r - — r~.----- ^ 4.48
/ 3  3 (a 3g.g.)* (a 3£ . £ . r
i J i J
Similar equations are obtained for the remaining edges. In addition, 
there are further constraints on the plane indices arising from the 
requirement that each edge lie in three planes. The large number of 
variables results in the set of equations being ill-conditioned for 
solving numerically. Different approaches to the problem suffer the 
same disadvantage.
As regards neighbour switching, the tilting of the faces will in 
general cause some faces to be reduced to lines, in the analogue 
of the two-dimensional event. An unstable five-fold node arises at 
each end of such a line. These dissociate to produce new faces 
perpendicular to those which vanished, and relaxation resumes.
4.5 Discussion
An interesting situation arises if the surface tension of 
the new faces formed in a neighbour-switching event does not in fact 
satisfy the equilibrium condition, such as that given in equation 4.36 
for the tetragonal unit cell. The grain is prevented from attaining 
a stable configuration, and the orientation of the faces must oscillate, 
If the requirement of flat grain faces is relaxed, then it can be seen 
that at least some of the faces would become convoluted and grain
edges would become curved.
The assumption of different surface tensions associated with 
the different types of grain face is one of the most prominent 
limitations of the model. It arose from the constraint that the 
grain faces be flat. An extension of the work, therefore, would be 
to consider the case of isotropic surface tensions and curved 
grain faces. The equilibrium shape of a regular tetrakaidecahedron 
under these conditions has already been established (Ahmed 1984); 
the analysis presented here is applicable to the study of the deformation 
of such grains, and to any neighbour-switching processes.
The deformation has been assumed to be homogeneous, as a 
result of fine scale slip. Facets will therefore be formed and 
destroyed continuously on all the grain boundaries as deformation 
proceeds. As long as the boundaries are not special low-energy 
ones, the assumption of a constant surface tension ratio will hold, 
particularly since the grains of the model are allowed to take 
any crystallographic orientation, so that most boundaries will be 
high-angle ones.
A further refinement of the model is possible which makes 
it specific to the particular material chosen. The grains would be 
randomly assigned various crystallographic orientations, and the 
surface tension of the interfaces would then be dictated by the 
misorientation across the boundaries. The relation between these 
two quantities has been determined experimentally for a number 
of metallic polycrystals (Aust and Chalmers 1952, Cotterill and 
Mould 1976, Dunn and Lionetti 1949). Once the annealed structure 
had equilibrated, it would be found that the structure in this 
case would not be unimodular; in general there would be a range 
of both shapes and hence also of sizes. This would be a model 
necessitating considerable computing power; each grain would have 
to be treated individually owing to the lack of any standard unit
cell for the structure. If this polycrystal then deformed uniformily 
and plastically, changes in the orientations of the boundaries would 
be reflected by corresponding changes in the surface tensions. At 
suitably high temperatures, the recovery processes discussed would 
cause an increase in the spread of grain shape and size distributions.
It would interesting to carry out such calculations; the model would 
most probably compare well with a real material.
Martensitic transformations in crystalline materials involve a 
change in the crystal structure, for example from face centred cubic 
to body centred cubic in iron. An interface sweeps through the 
crystal, and the transformation is effected by cooperative movements 
of many stoms (Christian 1975). Martensite interfaces are ideally 
planar, and the boundary or habit plane has a well-defined orientation. 
There is a definite orientation relation between the parent and 
product structures. The shape deformation associated with the 
transformation is an invariant plane strain which leaves the 
interface undistorted and unrotated. These are all features which 
can be modelled in the present ideal cellular material, if one 
of the principal strains is set to zero. The plane of the initial 
body-centred structure which is perpendicular to this principal 
direction suffers plane strain only and is hence the habit plane, in 
accordance with the theories of the crystallography of martensitic 
transformations (Crocker and Flewitt 1983). In general, the product 
phase in the cellular structure will be body-centred triclinic; 
the other more symmetrical structures are also possible.
4.6 Conclusions
The shape of the average deformed grain has been described 
for any system of principal strains compatible with small or zero 
volume change, and in general the defining cell has triclinic 
symmetry. It is possible to deduce the strain history from the
deformed grain shape, and also to determine the thermal history.
The conditions under which neighbour switching takes place do not 
depend simply on strain as in the two-dimensional case, but are 
determined by a combination of the principal strains and the symmetry 
of the deformed grain. It would be possible to allow for dynamic 
recovery, represented by a tendency for the grains to become more 
equiaxed during deformation, thereby reducing the interfacial 
energy of the system.
PRINCIPAL AXES OX OY OZ RESULTANT CELL 
SHAPE
SYMMETRY OF 
PACKING
[100] [010] [001]
Uniaxial stress Ui Tetragonal b.c tetragonal
Ui Tetragonal b .c tetragonal
^1 Tetragonal b.c tetragonal
Biaxial stress ^1 U2 Orthorhombic b .c orthorhombic
Ui n2 Orthorhombic b.c orthorhombic
Ui n2 Orthorhombic b.c orthorhombic
[110] [110] [001]
Uniaxial Ui Monoclinic ♦b.c orthorhombic
ni Monoclinic ♦b.c orthorhombic
^1 Tetragonal b.c tetragonal
Biaxial Ui n2 Tetragonal b.c tetragonal
Ui n2 Monoclinic b.c monoclinic
n2 Monoclinic b.c monoclinic
[211] [Oil] [ill]
Uniaxial Ui Monoclinic b .c monoclinic
ni Monoclinic b .c orthorhombic
Ul Triclinic Rhombohedral
Biaxial Ui U2 Monoclinic b.c monoclinic
Ui n2 Monoclinic b .c monoclinic
ni n2 Monoclinic b.c monoclinic
* Base Centred Orthorhomic
Table 6 Shapes of product cells for some particular deformation 
modes of a cubic cell containing a regular 
tetrakaidecahedron, for three different sets of 
strain axes. Monoclinic cells with the packing 
symmetry of a base centred orthorhombic lattice have 
parameters a = b ? c, a = $ = 7T/2 f  y.
aFig. 33 Regular tetrakaidecahedron. The grain occupies a cubic 
unit cell of edge length a. The origin 0 of the 
coordinate system Ox, Oy, Oz, used to define the initial 
grain shape, is located at the grain centroid.
Q
Fig. 34 (a) The simplest deformed tetrakaidecahedron, with a
tetragonal unit cell ; a = b f  c.
aa * b * c
a
Q*b*C, a=p = 7V2/Y
3 a
d l t b * C /  a/ p * y
(b) Orthorhombic
(c) Monoclinic
(d) Triclinic Unit Cells
Fig. 35 The coordiijiates^of tljie face centres A, B, C with respect 
to axes OX , OY , OZ , define the grain shape. The 
origin 0 lies at the grain centroid.
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bFig. 37 The triclinic 14-hedron. The axes shown are those defining 
the triclinic unit cell. Equilibrium of surface tensions 
along edges AB and EF gives the indices {1 y z} of the 
hexagonal faces when the structure has fully relaxed.
CHAPTER 5
QUANTITATIVE STEREOLOGY AND CELLULAR MATERIALS
5.1 Introduction
Internal surfaces and features play an important part in the 
behaviour of metallic materials. For example, grain boundaries can be 
a source of weakness under creep conditions; the Nabarro-Herring creep 
rate e increases with decreasing grain size L according to 
(Honeycombe 1984)
T "2e « L
Grain size has the contrary effect on phenomena associated with the 
yield point, commonly expressed as the Hall-Petch relationship 
(Cottrell 1975)
1
o  = a. + k d”2 
y i  y
where is the yield stress,
a is the stress necessary to move unlocked dislocations on
the slip planes,
ky is a constant related to the propagation of deformation across 
grain boundaries, and 
d is the grain diameter.
The grain size also affects the number of slip systems operating, and 
the influence of neighbouring grains causes variations in the stress 
system even within single grains (Honeyccanlx* 1984) . Both of these
effects are more significant at small grain sizes. Recrystallization
is also controlled in part by the grain size, taking place more
readily and hence at lower temperatures in fine-grained metals, the 
nuclei forming preferentially on grain boundaries. Similarly, 
precipitation phenomena are affected by the available internal surface 
area.
Information concerning the three-dimensional microstructure of 
metals and alloys is usually derived from one-or two-dimensional 
measurements made on planar surfaces cut through the specimen volume. 
The link is provided by the mathematical methods of quantitative 
stereology.
The Heyn intercept method of grain size measurement makes use
of a line probe to sample a metallographic section. The line may
be straight, but circular lines are preferred in order to achieve
uniformity of sampling. A test pattern consisting of three
concentric circles of known total circumference L is laid on the
T
specimen, or alternatively on a micrograph. The diameters of the
circles must be several times greater than the largest grain. In
a single phase material, the number of intersections N of grain
boundary traces with the test line is counted. If the measurements
are carried out at a magnification M, the number of intersections per
unit length of test line, N , is given by
L
\  = L^/M 5.1
or alternatively, the mean linear intercept, L, is determined by
L = —  . 5.2N
L
The ASTM grain size scale is defined according to
oG_1n = 2
or G = -7°-g-° + 1  5.3
log 2
where n is the number of grains per square inch at * 100, and G
is the ASTM grain size number. The grain size G can also be 
determined from the mean linear intercept (Vander Voort 1984):
G = - 6.6457 log10 L - 3.298 5.4
where L is in millimetres at x 1. The linear intercept is also 
directly related to a property of major interest, namely the 
grain boundary area per unit volume, S^, (Underwood 1968), by
s = 1
L
= 2 N . 5.5
L
The Jeffries planimetric method of grain size measurement
employs a test circle of known area, A^. At a magnification M, a
count is made of the number of grains completely within the test
area, n^ , and of the number of grains intersecting the test
circle, n£- The number of grains per unit area of the specimen 
is then given by (Vander Voort 1984)
M 2 112
na - r  (n* + T > • 5-6
T
From this, another important property can be determined: the length 
of grain edge per unit volume, L^, given by
L = 4 N 5.7
v A
This is of interest for instance in studies of diffusion processes, 
such as occur along the grain edges in ceramic fuels in nuclear 
power plant. The ASTM grain size number is related to by
G = 3.322 log10 N - 2.95 . 5.8
Measurements of N. and N can be used to estimate the average 
A L
number of grains per unit volume, N^, for equiaxed single-phase 
structures. Underwood (1970) used the regular tetrakaidecahedron as
a grain shape model and derived the expression
N
v
5.9
Equations 5.5 and 5.7 apply to any single-phase structure,
equiaxed or strained, oriented or not. They are however based on
the assumption that the structure is sampled by test planes at all
possible orientations. In practice, of course, a metallographic specimen
is a single section. The equations will therefore only apply to
a completely random section. Even so, they cannot be expected to
reflect accurately the bulk properties, if the plane is a single
section of a strained structure, which is partly oriented along
selected directions in space. The next part of this chapter
discusses experiments on sections of the three-dimensional,
idealized annealed polycrystal, composed of regular tetrakaidecahedra
representing an equiaxed grain structure. The aim was to ascertain
the extent to which measurements of N and N on a single section
A L
give accurate information as to the three-dimensional structure.
Non-equiaxed structures are next considered. If the grains
have been deformed by processing, it is usual to make measurements
on each of the three principal planes. If the intercept method
is used, measurements are made of the average number of intercepts
per unit length on the transverse plane, N , on the longitudinal
LT
plane, N , and on the rolling plane, N . The grain size is 
LL LR
obtained from an average of these values, N , given by (Vander Voort 1984)
Li
5l = (nlt • nll • nlr) 1/3 • 5-10
If the planimetric method is used, the corresponding measurements 
are N , N , and N , and the grain size is calculated from N ,
A X  A  L i A lXC A
where
N
A
5.11
These methods are applied to the idealized structure at a number 
of strains, for the simple case of orthorhombic grains. Finally, 
the characterization of individual sections is discussed.
5.2 Equiaxed Idealized Grain Structures
Suppose Ox, Oy, Oz are axes parallel to the edges of the cube 
enclosing a regular tetrakaidecahedron, with the origin at its centroid.
A sectioning plane may then be specified in terms of two parameters 
6 and y, which relate the orientation of the plane normal to the 
directions of these axes (Fig. 38). if the normal has direction
cosines cosa, cos$, cosy, then
- 6 = tan 1 . 5.12
s m y
Owing to the cubic symmetry of the regular tetrakaidecahedron, all 
possible distinct orientations of the sectioning plane are contained 
within the standard cubic stereographic triangle (Fig.39). The 
sectioning operation was performed computationally on the plane 
defined by z = 0 with respect to the cube axes, which were regarded as 
fixed. This necessitated the alignment of the plane normal n of the 
grain with the fixed Oz axis, by a rotation of the grain through
an angle 6 about O z , followed by a rotation through y about Ox.
The calculation of the coordinates of the vertices of the grain sections 
constituting the plane of polish was performed with the aid of the 
BERMAGIC mesh generation package, which forms the front end of the 
BERSAFE finite element suite developed by the CEGB.
Fig. 40a shows a section through a block of idealized material 
composed of regular tetrakaidecahedra packed in a b.c.c arrangement, 
taken parallel to the (001) plane and through the square faces of 
a plane of grains; an array of squares and octagons is obtained.
Clearly, it is a periodic structure, having two distinct grain 
shapes of two different areas. Interestingly, the inference that
the structure in three dimensions must be bimodal is false. The 
unit cell comprising the repeat unit of the tessellation, shown 
in the figure, is small, and is smaller than the section of the block 
of model material. If the section is taken at a slightly greater 
depth within the block, the square faces on the section are larger 
(Fig.40b), whilst the octagons have shrunk, and have two pairs of 
opposite edges which are now considerably shorter than the other 
edges. The unit cell of the tessellation, however, retains the 
same area and number of grain sections. At a depth below the square 
faces of the tetrakaidecahedron of Az = d/2 , where d is the interplanar 
spacing, a special section arises; the octagons finally lose two 
pairs of edges. A unimodular array of Square grains results, meeting 
at 4-fold corners (Fig.40c). Interestingly, this is not in fact an 
unstable configuration, at least at low temperatures where the 
grain boundaries are not significantly mobile. The reason is that 
the sectioning plane passes exactly through an array of grain corners 
in three dimenions, at each of which four grains meet, and is at 
an orientation to intersect all four of these grains. At this 
point, there is a jump in the average number of edges per grain from 
6 to 4. Sections taken at greater depths revert to arrays of square 
and octagonal grains, with an average number of edges per grain of 6 .
A similar situation arises in the (Oil) orientation; sectioning at 
a depth of half the interplanar spacing below a grain centroid 
results in an array of rectangles. Such anomalies are rare, and 
because a plane is mathematically infinitely thin, the probability 
of obtaining one during an experiment on the idealized structure is 
negligible. They have therefore been deliberately avoided.
As the sectioning plane orientation is tilted away from the 
low-index (001) plane, the unit cell of the tessellation becomes
larger, and contains a wider range of both shapes and sizes. This is
o _  -
demonstrated in Fig.41a for a 5 tilt to the point D on the
stereographic triangle; the unit cell is now larger than the
o o
diagram. Fig.41b shows the plane (30 , 30 ) . Here there is a
range of grain sizes, having between 3 and 9 edges, and the array 
looks remarkably similar to a real metallographic specimen. An 
irrational plane such as this has an infinitely large unit cell.
In order to sample adequately the grains of any particular section, 
it is necessary to sample different parts of the unit cell. In 
the general case, successive serial sections are effectively 
extensions of the pattern displayed on any one single section, and 
sampling on serial sections is equivalent to sampling different 
parts of the unit cell. At low index orientations, however, the 
structures of serial sections are distinct. Nevertheless, it can 
be seen in Fig. 40 that the average number of grains per unit 
area remains unchanged on successive sections. The mean linear 
intercept will therefore also be a constant for successive planes. 
It follows that when the Heyn intercept and Jeffries methods are 
employed, representative measures of the section grain size may 
be obtained from serial sections, regardless of the orientation of 
the plane. The interplanar spacing, d, of planes with a normal 
defined by (6 ,y) is given by
where a is the edge length of the cube containing a tetrakaidecahedron. 
Hence sections taken at a separation Az == d, measured along the fixed 
Oz axis, are identical. Consequently, care was taken to sample 
as wide a range as possible of distinct sections at different depths 
within the block of model material in the five specimens taken at 
each orientation.
The (Oil) orientation is a special case in an additional sense. 
Sections taken at depths of up to a quarter of the interplanar spacing 
below a grain centroid have quite distinct properties from those
d 5.13
between one quarter and one half of the interplanar spacing below 
it. In the first situation, arrays of irregular hexagons are 
obtained (Fig.42a) ; there is a single grain shape and only one grain 
size. At a depth just greater than one quarter of the interplanar 
spacing, but infinitesimally close to it, there is discontinuity, 
and a jump to a bimodular tessellation, illustrated by Fig.42b . 
There are now twice as many grains per unit area, and there is an 
associated discontinuity in the mean linear intercept, which is 
suddenly halved. Further serial sectioning results in the growth of 
the rectangular grains of the section at the expense of the eight­
sided ones, until the size distribution becomes unimodular when 
the grains all become rectangles at half the interplanar spacing 
(Fig.42c). The remainder of the sections are symmetrical about 
this one.
Measurements were made of N and N. by the Heyn intercept and
L A
Jeffries methods on ten fields on serial sections for each selected
plane. Orientations were chosen at the corners of the stereographic
triangle, along the edges, and within its interior (Fig. 39).
Estimates of S , L , N and the grain size number, G, were then 
v v v
made using equations 5.1 to 5.9. For the purpose of these 
calculations, it was assumed that the edge length of the cube was 
100 ym, to give a realistic grain size.
Sections made at the corner orientations in particular have a 
very restricted range of both shapes and sizes of grains, compared 
with higher index sections and real metallographic specimens, such 
as the one discussed in Chapter 3, which have between 3 and about 
10 edges per face. It was therefore expected that estimates of 
the bulk properties would deviate more from the known values in these 
cases than for other points in the stereographic triangle.
If the edge length of the cube is a, then the grain volume,
V, is given by
V 2 5.14
and the number of grains per unit volume
N
_ 2ZZ 1 ""’jp
v a;
5.15
The length of grain edge per unit volume, L^, is
L
6 v^2
v 5.16
and the grain boundary area per unit volume
S
v
5.17
Incidentally, the number of grains per unit volume, N^, can be
derived from equations 5.16 and 5.17 by making use of equations 
5.5 and 5.7;
which is in fact Underwood's equation, 5.9. Relations 5.15 to
5.17 provide the figures with which to compare the corresponding
estimated quantities.
Plots of the estimated values of S , L , and N for each section
v v v
considered are shown in Fig. 43 . Also shown for comparison are
the known values. The estimates of S and L are within 3.5% of the
v v
known values, except for two of the corner orientations. The (111) 
section, Fig. 44, proves to be a special case, both and being 
significantly lower than the known values, with errors of about 
6% and 18% respectively. This may well be a consequence of the very 
restricted range of grain shapes and sizes; there are no very small 
grains, as there are on higher-index planes. The effect of 
introducing these would be to increase the number of edges of the 
larger grains, and the mean linear intercept and average grain area 
would both be decreased, with a consequent increase in the estimated
value of N towards the true value. The same however is true 
v
of the (001) section, which, surprisingly, does not appear to be
anomalous. The pairs of values for the (Oil) section correspond to
the two distinct types of structure obtained at this orientation.
Although sampling of each type alone gives results which are
± 18% in error for S and ± 30% in error for L , in practice a
v v
set of random samples would include sections of each type. If
equal weighting is given to each kind, the averages of and
are within as little as 1% and 3% respectively of the known values.
The number of grains per unit volume is calculated from S and L
v v
in each case, and hence display the same trends. Discarding the corner
orientations, the mean values of S , L and N are 1.4%, 0.7% and
v v v
0.04% in error, respectively. This is an accuracy which is
perfectly adequate for most purposes.
Summarizing, a measurement of the number of grains per unit
volume may be in error by up to about 10%, whereas sampling of
only four sections results in an error in the mean of less than 1%,
provided that the special orientations are avoided. As regards
the grain size numbers, the two methods of calculating G, given by
equations 5.4 and 5.8, yielded very similar values for the four
selected orientations, in the range 4.7 to 4.9, with a standard
deviation of about 0.1 of a grain size number (Table 7 ). A material
-3
with 2000 grains mm , as in the present case, has an ASTM grain 
size number in the range 4.5 to 4.7 (Vander Voort 1984); the 
estimates are therefore less than half a grain size unit in error.
5.3 Strained Idealized Structures
Measurements of the mean linear intercepts and grain areas on 
the principal planes of a strained idealized polycrystalline material 
allow the reliability of estimation of the bulk properties by means 
of equations 5.10 and 5.11 to be assessed quantitatively. For
simplicity, deformation modes producing orthorhombic grains were 
chosen. The principal axes were then parallel to the axes of the 
unit cube, and the sectioning planes were the {001} family of planes, 
The material was deformed at constant volume to two very large 
strains of 100% and 50% with the aim of identifying any trends, 
and to a more realistic strain of 10% to represent common practical 
conditions.
Orthorhombic grains with enclosing unit cells having edge 
lengths a, b, c given by
a = Tliao* b = 712 ao* C = ri3ao 5.19
where a^ is the edge length of a cube of the same volume, and rii,
r\2 > O3 are the principal elongations, have a total grain boundary
are per unit volume, S of
S = 7 7 -  \ 3(a2+b2+4c2)^ (a2+b2)^ + ab + be + ca
v 4abc 1
3(nf+ni+4n§)* (nf+n!>* + ~  + ~  5.204a0 I ni n2 n3
The total grain edge length per unit volume, L^, is given by
L = ~ 7 ~ ~ ^(a2+b2)^ + (b2+c2)^ + (a2+c2)^
v abc 1
2
a 2
+ Cni+n§)^ + (ni+n3>^j 5.21
The number of grains per unit volume, N^, (which is invariant),
N = — 3 . 5.15
v a  3 o
Writing
2
LV = r 7  £l - 5-22
O
S = -7^- f , 5.23
v 4a S 
o
and making use of equations 5.5 and 5.7, it follows that
This is a generalization of Underwood's equation, and reduces to
5.18 in the limit where the elongations are all unity, i.e the strains 
are zero.
Measurements of N and N made by the Heyn intercept and 
L A
Jeffries methods on the three principal planes were used to obtain
values of N and N. from equations 5.10 and 5.11. Knowing the 
L A
principal strains, these values could then be used in equation 5.24 
to estimate N^. In a practical situation, approximate values of 
the elongations would be used in equation 5.24; these are obtainable 
for instance by the method of Rachinger (1952), which was employed 
in the work discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. This is based on measurements 
of mean linear intercepts for straight test lines parallel and 
perpendicular to the direction of elongation of the grains of the 
principal sections.
The three principal elongations for each mode studied are listed 
in Table 8 . Fig.45 shows the three principal planes for the 
example with ru = 2.0. Fig.46 shows plots of S , L , and N
3 V V V
calculated from measurements for each mode, together with the known
values. It is interesting to note that whilst equation 5.10 provides
a parameter which gives a good estimate of at all strains, with
an error of less than 3%, the estimates of L , obtained from equation
v
5.11, deteriorate rapidly with increasing strain. The error in 
exceeds 20% at the highest strain. However, at strains of practical 
interest, modelled by mode 1, the error is of the order of 3% or less.
As a consequence of these errors, is also severely underestimated at 
large strains, by approaching a factor of 2 for mode 3. It 
follows that the geometrical mean of the number of grains per unit 
area is not representative of the three-dimensional structure; the 
reverse is true of the mean linear intercepts. This effect might
be compensated for by giving greater weight to the sections showing 
a greater apparent grain density. One possibility is to replace 
equation 5.11 by
n a
N 1+^ • N • N 
AT AL AR
3+g 5.25
and so to choose the value of 3 which gives the closest estimate 
to the know quantities. However, it was found that the best value 
of 3 was different for each case of strained structure, and bore 
no clear relation to the strain. It is difficult to find a physical 
basis for assigning weightings. The geometrically simple case of 
the ellipsoid offers no assistance : suppose that a, b, and c are 
the semi-axes, and that
a = m r , b = n2r
where r is the radius of a sphere of the same volume and rij, ri2 
are two principal elongations. Then the volume
4 q 4 p
-  7T r-3 = -  IT m n 2 r C
_ _ _r_
C nin2
The areas of the principal planes are then given by
A} =  it ab = tt n  i ri2
_ 7rr^
A 2 ~  tn2
nr2
and Aq = ---
Hi
The geometric mean is then 
A = tt r2
so that the inferred grain volume is exactly correct.
It appears that many sections would have to be made of the
tetrakaidecahedral aggregate, over as wide a range of orientations 
as possible, before a representative figure is obtained.
The method of grain size measurement recommended by the ASTM 
makes use of the equation (Schttckher 1968)
i
N = °-7 <NArr * N • N ) . 5.26v AT AL AR
The corresponding values of calculated from this equation are 
plotted in Fig. 46d. They agree with the known value to less than 
5%. Despite the lack of physical basis (Gifkins 1970), this method 
is evidently quite adequate.
5.4 Characteristics of Sections
Sections of the strain-free idealized polycrystal are considered. 
It is obvious that the grain arrangements in Figs.40 and 42 belong to 
different crystallographic planes. In addition, their symmetry permits 
their identification. It cannot however immediately be said which 
sections correspond to the examples shown in Fig. 41 .
Characterization of the sections was initially attempted using 
shape as a criterion, with the aim of identifying if possible a 
region of the stereographic triangle in which the mean and most 
probable number of edges per grain were close to the values, of 
5.85 and 5.33 respectively, associated in the literature with real 
metallographic specimens (Aboav 1972). These would then be the 
sections to study when modelling phenomena in three dimensions, in 
order to relate the model to experimental observations.
Except for a few special cases, the grain arrangements are 
composed entirely of shapes meeting at three-fold corners.
Regarding each arrangement as part of an infinite periodic tessellation, 
it follows that the average number of edges per grain for any 
orientation is exactly 6 (Smith 1952), and hence that the number of 
edges per grain, when averaged over the unit cell of any one
tessellation, must also be exactly 6 . Measurements have confirmed 
this view. The structure therefore corresponds to a fully annealed 
material. As discussed in Chapter 3, the motion of interfaces during 
annealing can become blocked in real materials by variations in 
the grain boundary free energy and other effects. This leads to 
configurations which would be unstable in an idealized capillary 
system such as foam, and to the presence of four-ray c o m e r s  on 
metallographic sections, and hence to an average number of edges 
per grain less than 6 . Characterization by the shape distribution alone 
is therefore not a fruitful approach.
Clearly, the size distribution is a factor by which the 
sections of Figs. 40 and 44 , for example, may be distinguished.
The number and height of the peaks of the histograms of the number 
of grains against area (Fig. 47), for single sections at each 
orientation, are quite distinct. Also shown for comparison is the 
histogram for a higher index plane, where the range of grain sizes in the 
unit cell is wider. A problem arises at low index orientations in 
that there are wide variations in the area distribution between 
serial sections; it is not unique to the orientation. For instance, 
the area distribution of a (111) plane, taken through the (111) 
faces of grains, is bimodal, whereas other serial sections are 
trimodal. The size distributions for n-sided grains overlap in 
general, as is the case in real polycrystals and foams (Aboav and 
Langdon 1969, Aboav 1980). Separate distributions may be plotted 
for n-sided grains, as in Fig. 48, but again, variations between 
serial sections at low index orientations make identification 
difficult. This problem does not arise for irrational planes with 
infinitely large unit cells.
An alternative approach is suggested by the limited number of 
directions on the plane in which the grain boundary traces lie.
There are 7 crystallographic planes constituting a tetrakaidecahedron,
and hence up to 7 distinct trace directions. There are then up to 
21 angles between pairs of traces which can be measured, and which 
are unique to the orientation, provided special sections with four-ray
A A A
corners are avoided. Suppose orthogonal axes x , y , z are set
/V A A
up, with x and y in the plane and z in the direction of the normal. 
Denoting the directions of the traces by the vectors with respect 
to these axes, the angles are given by
V.-V.  ^ i r A. *A
~i
|V.I|v.
- i  I a  ; j  -1 fcos I ------ *--- = COS I ~1 -.1 1 ------ 5.27
or
u u + v.v. A A. + B B + C C
* J._ i J________  = ___- 1 3  i J i j________
<u .2+ v .2 )4 (u .2+ v .2)* (A.2+B 2+C 2)2 (A 2+B 2+C 2)4
i i  3  3 i
5.28
where
V. = u. x + v. y ,
~i ~ l ~
and the vector
A = A i + B j + C k  
 ^i l _ i  ^ i ^
represents the vector expressed with respect to the fixed axes Ox,
O y , Oz of the block of material, defined in Fig. 38. Knowing the 
angles, equations 5.28 may be written in the form
f (A., A., B., B., C . , C.) - K, = 0, k = 1,...21 5.29
k i j i j l j k
where K are known constants, 
k
This set of equations is ill-conditioned for solution by numerical 
methods, there being a large number of variables and no general means 
of obtaining an approximate solution. There is also a high degree 
of redundancy; only two degrees of freedom are necessary to define 
the sectioning plane. A simplification is possible by selecting only 
the 6 angles between pairs of traces closest in orientation.
Each of the vectors lies in the plane. If the normal n is
n cosa i + cos8 j + cosy k
with respect to the fixed axes, it follows that
A. cosa + B. cosB + cosy = 0 i = 1,____ 7 5.30
l l
or in matrix form,
A N 0 5.31
If a solution exists,
det A 0 5.32
Even if only three directions are selected, there are too many variables 
to permit solution of these equations. Without knowing the 
crystallographic planes on which the vectors lie, their components 
cannot be expressed in terms of the direction cosines of the section
normal. The problem appears to be intractable.
5.5 Discussion
Given a block of idealized material, composed of tetrakaidecahedra, 
of unknown crystallographic orientation, it is important to be able to 
ascertain whether or not a plane of polish corresponds to an anomalous 
plane, such as (111). Two further sections must be made, perpendicular 
to the first, to reveal any significant differences in the inferred 
bulk properties, and hence to isolate the deviant plane. Similarly, 
the occurrence of an (Oil) plane may be detected; the mean values of the 
bulk properties from serial sections are representative, but with 
reference to Fig. 4 3 , the large uncertainties in them betray it.
Detection of an (Oil) plane is simple if measurements are made
additionally on two other orthogonal planes of polish.
Suppose now that the material has been strained, and that
values of N for example are equal on two of them, but differ 
v
from the third. How is it possible to distinguish between this
and the occurrence of a special plane in the unstrained structure?
An additional section at any other orientation provides the answer;
in the strained case, a value differing again from the previous
results would be returned, whereas in the strain-free material,
it would reinforce the existing ones.
It is intriguing to speculate on the existence of special
orientations in other structures. The {011} sections again form
a special case, and indeed the only one, in strained tetrakaidecahedra.
This holds for any deformation mode. The {011} sections of the
rhombic dodecahedron (Fig. 49) are also anomalous in the same way,
some being unimodular and some bimodular. This is true for both
strained and strain-free figures. It would be interesting to see
if the {111} sections are also special cases. It is noticeable that
four-ray corners are relatively common on sections of this structure.
It has been found that the size and shape distributions of
the grain sections are inter-dependent, and that neither alone
can usefully be employed to uniquely characterize a section. It
may, however, be possible to combine these properties with that
of the occurrence of a limited number of discrete directions of
the grain boundary traces, by means of a Fourier transform technique.
The oriented nature of the structure, together with the magnitudes
and periodicity of the trace spacings, might be sufficient to allow
identification of some planes. The technique would be equally
applicable to strained structures.
Simple algebraic relations in S , L , and N of the form of
v v v
equations 5.20 to 5.24 cannot be derived for the more general 
deformation modes, such as those producing a triclinic unit cell. 
However, the analysis presented in the previous chapter allows the
grain corner coordinates to be calculated for any specified deformation
mode and grain volume. The ideal values of S and L may then be
v v
found. If these are S „ and L . and the estimates obtained from the
vT vT
measurements are S and L , then application of the same approach 
v v
as before leads to the expression for the estimated number of grains 
per unit volume:
N
v
S
vT
2a 3 L 
o vT
na2
i r  • 5 -33
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The experimental technique for strained structures may then be 
validated in the widest possible range of conditions.
A question which remains unanswered at present concerns strained 
arrays : if sections with the same crystallographic indices are made 
in strain-free and in strained structures, what is the relation 
between them? It may be possible to produce the one from the other 
by means of a pure strain. The properties of strained idealized materials 
remain to be investigated in detail.
It would be interesting to extend the work to study a bimodal 
array of tetrakaidecahedra. A method of differentiating sections from 
those of unimodular arrays might be feasible. The effect of strain 
on a bimodal system could also be investigated. The phenomenon of 
the rogue grain, which is observed in abnormal grain growth, is also 
worth consideration. Of particular interest is the possibility that, 
within certain size limits to be determined, the rogue grain may not 
be detectable on many sections. This has important consequences 
with regard to the inspection and monitoring of polycrystalline 
components.
Apart from modelling grain structures themselves, there are 
phenomena associated with them about which much stands to be learned 
from sections of a model. Of major industrial importance is that 
of creep cavitation. If cavities were introduced into the model, 
it is conceivable that vastly different estimates of the cavity
population and distribution would be obtained from sections at 
different crystallographic orientations. It would then be reasonable 
to assume that the same is true in practice, and the establishment 
of quantitative links between observations on the model sections, 
experimental results, and the three-dimensional composition would 
constitute a significant advance in the understanding of the subject.
5.6 Conclusions
The present study has shown that the average number of edges 
per grain is independent of the orientation of the sectioning plane, 
being exactly 6 for idealized polycrystals. It can be concluded 
that measured values quoted for the mean and most probable number 
for real materials, such as the specimen discussed in Chapter 3, 
indicate the extent of annealing, or alternatively the effect of 
factors such as the pinning of grain boundaries by precipitates, 
which prevent equilibration. Such effects give rise to configurations 
which would be unstable in an idealized system controlled by surface 
tension.
It is suggested that the use of a Fourier transform technique 
may be a feasible method of characterizing any section, allowing 
its crystallographic orientation to be ascertained.
Quantitative measures of bulk propertes inferred from single 
high index sections of the strain-free idealized material are accurate 
to about 5% or less. An average over several such sections 
substantially improves the results. There are however particular 
sections which must be avoided;' procedures for their identification 
are proposed.
The method for assessing bulk properties used for the strain-free 
structure does not yield reliable results in the case of the strained 
material when geometric means of the linear intercept and the grain 
area are taken. The ASTM rule of thumb is however reliable, and
adequately accurate.
Tremendous scope remains for further work on the application 
of quantitative stereology to extensions of the idealized 
three-dimensional polycrystal. Not only more complex grain 
structures remain to be studied, but also a variety of phenomena 
dependent on them.
Table 7
Table 8
Grain Size Numbers G for Selected Sections of the 
Regular Structure
Section G(from N ) 
L»
G(from N ) 
A
(45°, 5°) 4.83 4.75
(45°, 15°) 4.94 4.78
0 0 
(30 , 30 ) 4.82 4.83
0 0 
(30 , 40 ) 4.90 4.79
Principal Elongations for each Strained Structure
Mode ^1 n2 ^3
1 0.955 0.952 1.100
2 1.000 0.666 1.500
3 0.750 0.666 2.000
k
A ~
Fig.
I
38 Parameters (6 , y) defining the„orientation of a
sectioning plane with nornal n . The axes are those 
of a cubic unit cell containing the grain.
(011)
(111) 45'
Fig. 39 The standard cubic stereographic triangle. Contours 
of constant 6 and y are shown. Points A-G indicate 
the sections investigated.
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Fig. 41 Higher Index sections.
(a) A section (45°, 5°) tilted 5° from the previous 
orientation shown. The range of grain shapes 
and sizes has increased dramatically, as has the 
area of the unit cell of the tessellation.
o o
(b) (30 , 30 ) section. The range of grain shapes and
sizes give the appearance of a real metal specimen.
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Fig. 45 The three principal planes for the strained array of
tetrakaidecahedra (mode 3 : 100%)
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Fig. 46 Estimates of bulk properties from the principal sections
of strained structures.
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Shape and area distributions for the plane (6 , y)= (30 ,30 )
(i) Shape distribution. There is a wider range of 
grain shapes present on this section, many of 
them 6-sided.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
6.1 Conclusions of Thesis
Grain shape changes resulting from plastic deformation of a 
unimodular cellular capillary structure, based on an array of regular 
hexagonal cells, and representing a columnar polycrystal, have been 
quantified for the first time. The shapes of grains have been 
characterized in terms of aspect ratios derived from mean linear 
intercept measurements. The strain history of the specimen is then 
obtainable. The method may also be applied to real microstructures. 
The coordinates of the midpoints of two of the grain edges (Chapter 2) 
also uniquely characterize the grain shape. Given these coordinates, 
the strain history can be deduced. Exposure of the strained structure 
to elevated temperatures leads to a recovery process in which the 
interfacial energy is minimized at constant grain volume. The thermal 
history may then be deduced from comparison of the unrelaxed and 
given grain shapes.
Preliminary experimental work on a simple model of a polycrystal, 
constructed from brass rods of hexagonal cross-section brazed 
together, has demonstrated potential for studying the influence on 
plastic deformation of, for example, cavities, hard inclusions, and 
grain size. The experimental model allows these to be isolated. 
Refinement of the technique for producing the model is however 
necessary, before reliable experiments can be performed.
The experimental method reported in Chapter 3 entails the use 
of computer-controlled image analysis equipment. The technique
allows the inhomogeneity of the plastic deformation of a real 
material to be quantified accurately, and is not in fact restricted 
only to polycrystals.
It was found that edge effects caused the macrostrains to differ 
from those predicted. At the end of the first stage of the 
deformation, large differences were observed between the strains 
suffered by neighbouring grains. These differences were up to 
a factor of 6 in the principal strain in the specimen surface 
perpendicular to the tensile axis. The other two principal strains 
varied considerably less from grain to grain, but the differences 
still amounted to a factor of 2. Similar variations were noted 
within grain interiors, but it was demonstrated that each grain 
deformed remarkably uniformly on average. The deformation was therefore 
approximately quasi-uniform on a scale comparable with a single grain, 
but not on any larger scale. As deformation progressed, there was 
a tendency towards greater homogeneity, pointing to the occurrence 
of localized work hardening. The contribution of grain boundary 
shear to the total deformation was shown to be negligible. As far 
as grain shape was concerned, the average number of edges per grain 
was lower by 1.3% than the ideal value of 6 . This is exactly the 
effect to be expected from imperfect equilibration and the presence 
on the specimen surface of cbrners which appear to be four-fold.
The experimental method is readily extendable to a statistical 
treatment of grain shape and strain inhomogeneity, which is 
necessary if the details of the deformation, on a macroscopic scale, 
are to be accounted for. It is concluded that whilst edge effects 
caused the specimen not to deform quasi-uniformly, the difference 
between the behaviour observed under the given conditions, and 
that assumed in the theoretical model, has been quantified.
Three-dimensional grain shapes arising on plastic deformation 
at constant volume of a unimodular idealized polycrystal, composed
in the strain-free state of regular tetrakaidecahedra, have been 
described for the first time in Chapter 4. Characterization of the 
grain shape by means of the coordinates of the centroids of the 
square faces of the tetrakaidecahedron is an extension of the 
approach applied successfully to the two-dimensional case. The 
strain history is obtainable from these coordinates. A recovery 
process at elevated temperatures has also been discovered. This 
involves the restoration of mechanical equilibrium at grain eges 
and corners by means of the tilting of grain boundaries about their 
centroids. This leads to a reduction in the grain boundary area 
per grain, and hence to a reduction in the interfacial energy of 
the system. Such an adjustment in the total energy per grain, 
while the macroscopic grain size is conserved, corresponds to 
recovery in metals. There is no simple threshold strain in three 
dimensions, above which the relaxation process causes the contraction 
of tilting faces to lines or points, and hence the formation 
of unstable nodes. These nodes necessarily dissociate, giving rise 
to new grain faces, and hence cause grain switching. The conditions 
under which this occurs depend on the orientation of the principal 
axes and on the relative as well as absolute magnitudes of the 
strains. The conditions have been investigated for the more 
symmetrical deformed cells, but the algebra referring to the most 
general case of the triclinic cell proved intractable.
A novel method of displaying the three-dimensional grain 
structure, by computational sectioning, is reported in Chapter 5.
This allows the assumptions and procedures of quantitative stereology 
to be assessed rigorously for the first time. Remarkably, irrational 
planes of section have an appearance very similar to metallographic 
specimens of real single-phase materials, despite%the single three- 
dimensional grain size. In this study, grain size estimates 
obtained from linear intercept and planimetric measurements, on
irrational planes of section, reliably indicate the three-dimensional 
structure. The most highly symmetric, low-index planes of orientation 
must, however, be avoided. The assumption that representative grain 
size values may be obtained from a random plane of section is therefore 
justified. The method of grain size assessment due to Underwood (1970) 
gave good results. Results for example from Hanson’s method (1979) 
will differ, since Underwood based his method on a tetrakaidecahedron 
model of grain shape, whereas Hanson’s model consisted of Voronoi 
polyhedra, nucleated randomly and having a range of sizes. It can 
only be said with certainty which method is to be preferred for real 
microstructures once they have been applied to a fully defined 
structure with a range of grain sizes, which does not correspond 
exactly to either Underwood’s or Hanson's model.
Planimetric measurements on the three principal planes of the 
idealized strained structures have been demonstrated to yield severely 
inaccurate estimates of the grain edge length per unit volume. Linear 
intercept measurements remain reliable. The ASTM recommended method 
for grain size measurement for strained specimens has been proved to 
be reliable. It is the author's opinion that there is room for doubt 
as to the validity of many commonly used methods of quantitative 
metallography.
There now exist, therefore, new models of grain morphology in 
strained and strain-free cellular materials, which are not specific to 
any one polycrystal, but apply to any single-phase metal or alloy, and 
geological or ceramic materials such as nuclear fuels. The materials 
need not be pure, since the retarding effects on grain boundary motion 
of, for example, precipitates and impurities, may be readily incorporated 
into the models, if time-dependent behaviour is to be investigated.
The models form a basis for the study of any phenomena dependent on 
grain morphology, including creep cavitation.
In their present form, the models refer to the deformation at
intermediate temperatures, where strains can be large, but they 
may be adapted to high temperature regimes. If the grain boundaries 
are considered to rotate, as the structure deforms, at a rate 
depending on the strain rate, for instance, then dynamic recovery 
can be represented. The experimental technique is available for 
acquisition of further information to complement the theoretical 
modelling.
Through the computational sectioning, there is the means of 
relating the three-dimensional model to experimental observations of, 
for example, real cavitated materials. It is envisaged that this 
would increase understanding not only of the phenomenon being 
examined, but also of the interpretation of experimental observations 
on metallographic sections.
6 .2 Further Work
1. An attempt should be made to formulate a useful description of
the relaxation process in the general three - dimensional
case of the triclinic-cell.
2 . A three-dimensional experimental model could be constructed
of cubes of brass, for instance, machined into tetrakaidecahedra 
and brazed together. The experimental difficulties would, 
however, be considerable. The two-dimensional construction 
needs refinement, but is worth pursuing.
3. One of the most informative extensions of the present work
would be to consider porosity on grain boundaries of the
two-dimensional model. The pore shape would alter during
plastic deformation and also during relaxation. In addition, 
the presence of pores would affect the grain geometry by 
inhibiting grain boundary migration. This work would provide 
a link with porosity in strain-free, columnar cellular 
materials, which has been investigated by Hartland (1983).
Examinations of porosity in the strained three-dimensional 
structure should also be carried out. Of particular interest 
would be the manner in which the porosity is displayed on 
planes of section. It may be that there are deficiencies in 
the interpretation of micrographs obtained experimentally.
Having made some progress on these topics, it would then 
be interesting to examine a bimodal grain structure. This 
can be produced by allowing half of the grains to grow by 
a fixed amount, and the other half to shrink. This model would 
then give a better indication of the likely behaviour of a 
polycrystal composed of grains of a range of sizes.
The effect of arbitrary strains on grain growth in idealized 
columnar and three-dimensional polycrystals should now be 
studied. The strain-free cases have been investiaged for 
uni-, bi-, and trimodal structures by Hartland (1983) and 
Ahmed (1984).
Morral and Ashby (1974) have studied the topology of defects in 
cellular materials with regular grains. There is now the 
opportunity to study the effects of plastic deformation of the 
grains on the geometry and behaviour of such defects.
Work on sections is still in its infancy. A section in a given 
crystallographic orientation is unique, despite the fact 
that irrational sections appear similar. Further attempts should 
be made to characterize each uniquely.
It would also be worth pursuing the work on sections of strained 
structures, with a view to deducing the directions of the 
principal axes and the magnitudes of the principal strains, in 
the most effective way. This would be of interest for example 
in investigating plant failures in components with geometry 
such that the operating conditions are not known. A rigorous 
assessment of further stereological methods applied to both
equiaxed and strained structures could also be carried out.
9. Corresponding sections of uni- and bi-modal structures will 
be similar, but the range of grain sizes will be larger. It 
would be of interest to examine the properties of sections of 
a bimodal structure. Ultimately, the aim should be to 
derive a description of an idealized three-dimensional structure 
consisting of a periodic array based on a unit cluster of 
grains of a range of sizes. This would be of considerable 
interest to metallurgists in the field of quantitative 
metallography alone, for then a reliable correspondence betwen 
for instance the grain section size and the grain size in 
three dimensions could be obtained. This is currently lacking. 
Finally, an integrated theoretical and experimental approach 
to problems of grain shape and plastic deformation of polycrystals 
is absolutely essential. The present thesis has attempted to 
achieve this by relating together theory, mathematical modelling, 
quantitative metallography, and experiments on conventional and model 
materials.
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APPENDIX A
ASPECT RATIOS OF STRAINED HEXAGONAL GRAINS
The analysis presented refers to the shape (n, 6) = (ti» 30 ).
Parallel test lines, infinitesimally spaced, are laid over 
the specimen, and the intercept lengths made by the grain boundaries 
are measured. The ratio of the mean linear intercepts in two 
perpendicular directions then gives the aspect ratio.
The derivation of the relation between the mean linear 
intercept £ and the orientation ip of the test line is divided into 
three separate cases (Fig. Al) for different ranges of \J>.
CASE 1
Region 1 : 0 $ h < hj
Intercept length
1 ( h )  = h
tanip tan(a-i/0
hj = sini/;
= £ (hi) .
Region 2 : 0 £ h $ h-
£(h) = £■. + h
tan(a+i/;) tan(a-i|j)
h 2 = a2 sin(a-ip )  -  aj sinip
= £ (h2)
Region 3 : 0 £ h £ I13
£(h) = £2
h 3 = sinip(ai + 2 a2 cosa).
The mean linear intercept is then
£(*P) =
•hi
2£(h) dh +
rn 2
2£(h) dh +
rn 3
£(h) dh
CASE 2
where H — 2 (hi + h 2) + h.3 .
Hence £(ip) = ~
H 1 tan(a-ip)
hi+h|
tanip tan(a+ip)
Region 1 : 0 £ h < hi
£(h) = h
1 1 
+
tanip tan(a-ip)
hi = a2 sin(a-ip)
£l = £(hi) •
Region 2 : 0 $ h < h 2
1
£ (h) = £-1 - h
tan(a+ip) tanip
h2 = ai sinip - a2 sin(a-ip)
£2 = £(h2) .
Region 3 : 0 $ h < I13
£(h) = £2
h 3 = 2a2 sina cosip - ai sinip
Equation A.l then gives the mean linear intercept :
H I tanip
hf + h*
h 2
tan(a-ip) tan(a-fip)
4- 2£ih2 +
A.l
2£ih2 +£2h 3
£2h 3 | •
CASE 3
Region 1 : 0 < h < h^
Z(h) = h
tan(ip-a) tan(ip+a)
a2 sin(ip-a) 
£(hl) .
Region 2 0 <  h  $  h '
£(h) = £i + h
tamp tan(ip+a)
h 2
iz
2 a2 cosip sina 
£(h2) .
Region 3 : 0 $ h < I13
£(h) = Z 2
h 3 = simp - 2 a2 sina cosip
Then £(ip) = ~
L1 hf
H I tan(ip-a) tamp tan(ip+a)
hf + h + 2£}h2 +
Analytical expressions may be derived for the ranges of ip over 
which each case is valid. These are :
CASE 1
CASE 2
0 £ ip $ ipi = tan
ipl < ip < a
-1
a2 sina
a^ + a2 cosa
CASE 3 : a £ ip £ ~  .
These limits and the mean linear intercept depend on the strain, 
through the shape of the grain :
al
a2
= a n
_ a.
2
2 3nz + — 2 
tt
a = tan
-1
where is the elongation, and
is the edge of a regular hexagon of the same area 
as the strained grain.
Fig. A1 Orientation of a grain with respect to test lines
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
" i f "
APPENDIX B
CALCULATION OF DEFORMATION PARAMETERS FOR CELLS 
OF THE INDENT GRID
3''3
< v v ----------- ■— * ' v 2’
If the initial indent coordinates are [x^CO), y^(0)], Fig. Bl, and 
the final indent coordinates are [x^(s>, y (s)], then the displacement
(ei2)c
(e2 l)a
<e22>
!.g Reid, 1973) are :
[x2 (s) - X 1(s)] - [x2 (0) - Xj(0)]
x 2(0) - xj (0)
[x4(s) - x 2(s)] - [xi+(0 ) - X!(0>]
y^(0) - yi(o>
l>2<s) - yi(s)] - [y2 <°> - yi(O)]
x2(0 ) - x i(0 )
[yi+(s> - yi(s)] - [y^CO) - yi(o>]
c yi+(0 ) - yi(0)
and similarly for sides b and d, giving (en). , (e2 l),> a11*1
D Q D
(e22)d •
Then the components of strain e with respect to the coordinate 
axes are given by:
£ . . = $ (e. . + e .. )
ij iJ
Averaging over opposite sides of the quadilateral gives
Ell - \  { ( e n ) a + (en )b } ,
e12 “ ^ {<e 12)c + (e12>d + ^e2l)a + <e21>b }
e21 "  e 12
e22 “ £ {<e 22>c + (e22>d ^
and the rigid body rotations are given by :
so that
u>l i 0)22 0
0312 - - W 2 1 - i ^e 12>c + (e12>d “ (e 2 1 ^  a “ ^e 21>b ^
The total deformation can then be written
e. . = e . . + 03. .
i 3  i j  ij
The principal strains and the direction of the principal axes may 
be calculated from these quantities. If and e22 are 'fclie principal
strains, and 0 is the angle between the tensile axis and the 
principal x-axis, (Fig. B2) , the
/ y
y
x' principal x- a x is
o *• x TENSILE AXIS
Fig. B2 Relation between cell principal axes and 
the tensile axis.
transformation equation applies
ei3 aik aj£ Gk£
where a., etc. are the direction cosines : 
ik
a. . = cos (Ox.'Ox.) xi = x . x? = y,
1 3 i  3 * .
From these equations it follows that
eil = cos20 E n  + 2 cos0 sin0 Ei2 + sin20 e22
e22 =, sin20 e^i - 2 cos0 sin0 e 1 2  + cos20 e 2 2
0 = sin0 cos0 eii - cos 20 £ i2 - sin0 cos0 e22 ,
and hence the average principal strains over the cells 
= Ei! = cos20 B n  + sin 20 e i2 + sin20 e 2 2
= e22 = sin20 £ n  - sin 20 £i2 + cos20 e22
-l f 2 £l2
with 0 = 0  = ^ tan
c Eli“£11 22 )
APPENDIX C
Suppose the axes Ox, Oy, Oz of the tetrakaidecahedron are 
initially aligned with the principal stress axes OX, OY, OZ. A 
general difference in orientation between the sets of axes may be 
produced by the following three rotations.
1. A rotation of the tetrakaidecahedron of 0]_ about the OZ axis,
giving rise to the transformation (Ox, Oy, Oz) (Ox', O y ' , O z , = Oz) 
The corresponding rotation matrix is in general
R . = 6 . . cos0 + a.a. (1 - cos0) - e . a sin0 
ij ij i J ijk k
where 0 is the angle of rotation,
a  =  ( c c i , a £ , 03) is the axis of rotation,
6 is the Kronecker delta, and 
ij
e is the alternating tensor, 
ijk
In this case, the rotation matrix R is
R 1 = c0]_ -S0} 0
s 0i c 02 0
0 0 1
and points on the tetrakaidecahedron are now expressed with
respect to the principal axes.
2. A rotation of 0£ about the O y ’ axis, leading to the transformation
(Ox*, Oy', Oz') (Ox", Oy" = O y ’, Oz"). The axis of the
rotation is defined by
a = -s0 R l:
c01 
0
R22
R
The components of this rotation matrix R2 are then
R 11 = c©2 + (^{2^ (1 - c02)
R 12 = R 12 R22 C1 " c02)
R 1 3 = R22 S02
d 2
21 = R22 R 12 (1 - c02)
R22 = C©2 + (R22^ (1 - c02)
R23 = ~ RJ2 S ©2
R 31 = - R22 S02
R 32 = R 12 s02
R 3 3 = C02
The coordinates of the tetrakaidecahedron refer to the principal 
axes.
3. This is also true of the final coordinates, obtained by a 
rotation of 03 about the Oz” axis, where (Ox” , 0yM , Oz") -*
(Ox^, 0yf , Oz^ = Oz"). Here the axis of rotation is defined by
R 13
‘23
,2
‘33
and the components of the third rotation matrix R^ are:
R11 = c03 + (Rf3>2 (1 - C03)
R12 = R?3 R2 3 (1 - c0 3 ) R3 3 S0
R13 R1 3 R3 3 (1 - C03) + R2 3 S0
R21 R2 3 R1 3 (1 - ce3) + R3 3 S0
R3 = 
22
c03 + (Ri3>2 (i - c03)
R23 = R2 3 R33 ^  “ c03> “ R13 s03
R§1 = r 33 R13 ^  “ c03^ ” R2 3 s03
R32 = R3 3 R2 3 ^  “ c03^  + R13 s03
r33 = c03 + (R33>2 “ c03 )
The total rotation R is then 
R = R 3R2R 1 .
The cubic symmetry of the tetrakaidecahedron limits the ranges of 
the angles for which distinct configurations are obtained to
o s e lf e2 , e 3 < tt/2 .
